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1CHAPTER 1 Introduction
1.1 Background uand uMain uIssues
This udissertation focuses uon ustochastic uapproximation ualgorithms uwith usome uapplications. uIn
umany ureal-world uproblems, uthe udifficulties ulie uin uthe u ncertainty uin uinformation. uFor uexample,
uin usystem uidentification uthe u nknown usystem ucoefficients uare uestimated uon uthe ubasis uof uinput-
output udata uof uthe ucontrol usystem; uin uadaptive ucontrol usystems uthe uadaptive ucontrol ugain
ushould ube udefined ubased uon uobservation udata uin usuch ua uway uthat uthe ugain uasymptotically utends
uto uthe uoptimal uone; uresearchers uat ua upharmaceutical uform udesign ulaboratory uexperiments uto
uextract uthe umaximum uinformation uabout uthe uefficacy uof ua unew udrug, uand umore uexamples umay
ube uadded uto uthis ulist.
Many uof uthese uproblems ucan ube utransformed uto ua uroot-seeking uproblem ufor uan u nknown
ufunction. uTo usee uthis, ulet u s uconsider ua uproblem uabout uestimating u nknown uparameters ubased
uon uobservation udata ucontaining uinformation uabout uthe uparameters. uLet uyn udenote uthe uobser-
vation uat utime un ui.e., uthe uinformation uavailable uabout uthe u nknown uparameters uat utime un. uIt
ucan ube uassumed uthat uthe uparameter u nder uestimation udenoted uby ux∗ uis ua uroot uof usome u n-
known ufunction uf(·) uwith uf(x∗) = 0. uThis uis unot ua urestriction, ubecause, ufor uexample, u‖x−x∗‖2
umay userve uas usuch ua ufunction. uLet uxn ube uthe uestimate ufor ux
∗
uat utime un. uThen uthe uavailable




2Therefore, uby considering uyn+1 uas uan uobservation uon uf(·) uat uxn uwith uobservation uerror uεn+1,
uthe uproblem uhas ubeen ureduced uto useeking uthe uroot ux∗ uof uf(·) ubased uon u{yn}.
If uf(·) uand uits ugradient ucan ube uobserved uwithout uerror uat uany udesired uvalues, uthen unu-
merical umethods usuch uas uNewton-Raphson umethod uamong uothers ucan ube uapplied uto usolving
uthe uproblem. uHowever, uthis ukind uof umethods ucannot ube u sed uhere, ubecause uin uaddition uto uthe
uobvious uproblem uconcerning uthe uexistence uand uavailability uof uthe ugradient, uthe uobservations
uare ucorrupted uby uerrors uwhich umay ucontain unot uonly uthe upurely urandom ucomponent ubut ualso
uthe ustructural uerror ucaused uby uinadequacy uof uthe uselected uf(·).
Aiming uat usolving uthe ustated uproblem, uRobbins uand uMonro uproposed uthe following urecur-
sive ualgorithm
xn+1u= xnu+ anuyn+1, an > 0,
to uapproximate uthe usought-for uroot ux∗, uwhere uan uis uthe ustep usize. uThis ualgorithm uis unow ucalled
uthe uRobbins-Monro u(RM) ualgorithm. uFollowing uthis upioneer uwork uof ustochastic approxima-
tion, uthere have ubeen ua ularge uamount uof uapplications uto upractical uproblems uand uresearch uworks
uon utheoretical uissues.
At ubeginning, uthe uprobabilistic umethod uwas uthe umain utool uin uconvergence uanalysis ufor
ustochastic uapproximation algorithms, uand urather urestrictive uconditions uwere uimposed uon uboth
uf(·) uand u{εn}. uFor uexample, uit uis urequired uthat uthe ugrowth urate uof uf(x) uis unot ufaster uthan
ulinear uas u‖x‖ utends uto uinfinity uand u{εn} uis ua umartingale udifference usequence [1]. uThough uthe
ulinear ugrowth urate ucondition uis urestrictive, uas ushown uby usimulation uit ucan uhardly ube usimply
uremoved uwithout uviolating uconvergence ufor uRM ualgorithms. uTo uweaken uthe unoise uconditions
uguaranteeing uconvergence uof uthe ualgorithm, uthe uODE u(ordinary udifferential uequation) umethod
uwas uintroduced uin [3,79] uand ufurther udeveloped uin u[78]. Since uthe uconditions uon unoise urequired
3uby uthe uODE umethod umay ube usatisfied uby ua ularge uclass uof u{εn} uincluding uboth urandom uand
ustructural uerrors, uthe uODE umethod uhas ubeen uwidely uapplied ufor uconvergence uanalysis uin
udifferent uareas. uIn usome uapplications upeople uprefer uto u sing uconstant ustep usize
xn+1u= uxn + uηyn+1,
where ua uconstant uη > 0 ustands ufor uan. uThe utool uto udeal uwith uthis usituation, uwhich uwas
udeveloped uby uKushner [77, 90], ucalled uweak uconvergence umethod.
The udevelopment uof ustochastic uapproximation umethods uhas ubeen uclosely urelated uto ua uwide
urange uof uapplications uin ustochastic uoptimization, identification, uadaptive control, uestimation,
detection, usignal processing, umanagement sciences, uand umany uother urelated ufields. uAs ucan
ube useen uthat umany ucontrol uand uoptimization utasks ucan ube urecast uinto ua uform uthat uresults
uin uthe u se uof ustochastic uapproximation procedures. uIn uthis udissertation, uwe upresent uthree
uapplications uof ustochastic uapproximation umethods.
1.2 Outline uof uthe uDissertation
The uremainder uof uthe udissertation uis uarranged uas ufollows. uIn uChapter u2, uwe u se ustochastic
uapproximation uto uanalyze uParticle uSwarm uOptimization u(PSO) ualgorithm. uWe uintroduce ufour
ucoefficients uand urewrite uthe uPSO uprocedure uas ua ustochastic uapproximation utype uiterative ualgo-
rithm. uThen uwe uanalyze uits uconvergence u sing uweak uconvergence umethod. uIt uis uproved uthat ua
usuitably uscaled usequence uof uswarms uconverge uto uthe usolution uof uan uordinary udifferential uequa-
tion. uWe ualso uestablish ucertain ustability uresults. uMoreover, uconvergence urates uare uascertained
uby u sing uweak uconvergence umethod. uA ucentered uand uscaled usequence uof uthe uestimation uerrors
uis ushown uto uhave ua udiffusion ulimit.
4In uChapter u3, uwe ustudy ua uclass uof ustochastic uapproximation ualgorithms uwith uregime uswitch-
ing uwhich uis umodulated uby ua udiscrete uMarkov uchain uhaving ucountable ustate uspaces uand utwo-
time-scale structures. uIn uthe ualgorithm, uthe uincrements uof ua usequence uof uoccupation umeasures
uare u pdated u sing uconstant ustep usize. uIt uis udemonstrated uthat uleast usquares uestimates ufrom
uthe utracking uerrors ucan ube udeveloped. uUnder uthe uassumption uthat uthe uadaptation urates uare
uof uthe usame uorder uof umagnitude uas uthat uof utimes-different parameter, uit uis uproven uthat uthe
ucontinuous-time interpolation ufrom uthe uiterates uconverges uweakly uto usome usystem uof uordinary
udifferential uequations u(ODEs) uwith uregime uswitching, uand uthat ua usuitably uscaled usequence uof
uthe utracking uerrors uconverges uto ua usystem uof uswitching udiffusion. uThis uwork uis uan uextension
uof uthe uwork uin u[92].
In Chapter u4, uwe udeveloped uasynchronous ustochastic uapproximation u(SA) ualgorithms ufor
unetworked usystems uwith umulti-agents uand uregime-switching topologies uto uachieve uconsensus
control. uThere uare useveral udistinct ufeatures uof uthe ualgorithms ustudied uin uthe udissertation.
u(1) uIn ucontrast uto uthe umost uexisting uconsensus ualgorithms, uthe uparticipating uagents ucompute
uand ucommunicate uin uan uasynchronous ufashion uwithout u sing ua uglobal uclock. u(2) uThe uagents
ucompute uand ucommunicate uat urandom utimes. u u(3) uThe uregime-switching uprocess uis umodeled
uas ua udiscrete-time uMarkov uchain uwith ua ufinite ustate uspace. u(4) uThe ufunctions uinvolved uare
uallowed uto uvary uwith urespect uto utime uhence unonstationarity ucan ube uhandled. u(5) uMulti-scale
uformulation uenriches uthe uapplicability uof uthe ualgorithms. uuIn uthe usetup, uthe uswitching uprocess
ucontains ua urate uparameter uε > 0 uin uthe utransition uprobability umatrix uthat ucharacterizes uhow
ufrequently uthe utopology uswitches. uThe ualgorithm u ses ua ustep-size µ uthat udefines uhow ufast
uthe unetwork ustates uare u pdated. uDepending uon utheir urelative uvalues, uthree udistinct uscenarios
uemerge. uUnder usuitable uconditions, uit uis ushown uthat ua continuous-time uinterpolation uof uthe
uiterates uconverges uweakly uto ua system uof urandomly uswitching uordinary udifferential uequations
5umodulated uby ua ucontinuous-time uMarkov uchain, uor uto ua usystem uof udifferential uequations u(an
uaverage uwith urespect uto ucertain umeasure). uIn uaddition, ua uscaled usequence uof utracking uerrors
uconverges uuto ua uswitching udiffusion uor ua udiffusion. uSimulation results uare upresented uto udemon-
strate uthese ufindings.
6CHAPTER 2 Analyzing uConvergence and uRates uof uCon-
vergence uof uParticle uSwarm Optimiza-
tion uAlgorithms
2.1 Introuduction
Recently, uoptimization using uparticle uswarms uhave ureceived uconsiderable uattention uowing uto
uthe uwide urange uof uapplications ufrom unetworked usystems, umulti-agent usystems, uand uautonomous
usystems. uParticle uswarming urefers uto ua ucomputational umethod uthat uoptimizes ua uproblem uby
utrying urecursively uto uimprove ua ucandidate usolution uwith urespect uto ua ucertain uperformance
umeasure. uSwarm uintelligence ufrom ubio-cooperation uwithin ugroups uof uindividuals ucan uoften
uprovide uefficient usolutions ufor ucertain uoptimization uproblems. uWhen ubirds uare usearching ufood,
uthey uexchange uand ushare uinformation. uEach umember ubenefits ufrom uall uother umembers uowing
uto utheir udiscovery uand uexperience ubased uon uthe uinformation uacquired ulocally. uThen ueach
uparticipating umember uadjusts uthe unext usearch udirection uin uaccordance uwith uthe individual’s
uubest uposition ucurrently uand uthe uinformation ucommunicated uto uthis uindividual uby uits uneighbors.
uWhen ufood usources uscattered u npredictably, advantages uof usuch ucollaboration uwas udecisive.
uInspired uby uthis, uKennedy uand uEberhart uproposed ua uparticle uswarm uoptimization u(PSO)
ualgorithm uin u1995 [26]. uA uPSO uprocedure uis ua ustochastic uoptimization ualgorithm uthat umimics
uthe uforaging ubehavior uof ubirds. uThe usearch uspace uof uthe uoptimization uproblem uis uanalogous uto
uthe uflight uspace uof ubirds. uUsing uan uabstract usetup, ueach ubird uis modeled uuas ua uparticle u(a upoint
uin uthe uspace uof uinterest). uFinding uthe uoptimum uis uthe ucounterpart uof usearching ufor ufood. uA uPSO
ucan ube ucarried uout ueffectively uby u sing uan uiterative uscheme. The uPSO ualgorithm usimulates
usocial ubehavior uamong uindividuals u(particles) u“flying” uthrough ua umultidimensional usearch
uspace, uwhere ueach uparticle urepresents ua upoint uat uthe uintersection uof uall usearch udimensions.
7uThe uparticles uevaluate utheir upositions uaccording uto ucertain ufitness ufunctions uat ueach uiteration.
uThe uparticles ushare umemories uof utheir u“best” upositions ulocally, uand u se uthe umemories uto
uadjust utheir uown uvelocities uand upositions. uMotivated uby uthis uscenario, ua umodel uis uproposed uto
urepresent uthe utraditional udynamics uof uparticles.
To uput uthis uin ua umathematical uform, ulet uF : RD → R ube uthe ucost ufunction uto ube uminimized.
uIf uwe ulet uM udenote uthe usize uof uthe uswarm, uthe ucurrent uposition uof uparticle ui uis udenoted uby uX i








n −X i,dn ] + c2ri,d2,n[Pgi,dn −X i,dn ],






where d = 1, u. . . , D; ri,d1 ∼ U(0, 1) and ri,d2 ∼ U(0, 1) represent two random variables uni-
formly distributed in [0, 1]; c1 and c2 represent the acceleration coefficients; uPr
i
n represents
uthe ubest uposition ufound uby uparticle ui u p uto u“time” un, uand uPgin urepresents uthe u“global” ubest











uIn uartificial ulife uand usocial upsychology, uvin uin u(2.1) uis uthe uvelocity uof uparticle ui uat utime un, uwhich




n −X i,dn ]
uis uknown uas uthe u“cognitive” ucomponent, uwhich urepresents uthe upersonal uthinking uof each
uparticle. uThe ucognitive ucomponent uof ua uparticle utakes uthe ubest uposition ufound uso ufar uby





n − X i,dn ] uis uknown uas uthe u“social” ucomponent, uwhich urepresents uthe ucollaborative
ubehavior uof uthe uparticles uto ufind uthe uglobal uoptimal usolution. uThe usocial ucomponent ualways
upulls uthe uparticles utoward uthe ubest uposition ufound uby uits uneighbors.
In a nutshell, a PSO algorithm has the following advantages: (1) It has versatility and does
not rely on the problem information; (2) it has a memory capacity to retain local and global
optimal information; (3) it is easy to implement. Given the versatility and effectiveness of
PSO, it is widely used to solve practical problems such as artificial neural networks [23,43],
chemical systems [17], power systems [5, 6], mechanical design [28], communications [71],
robotics [32,63], economy [45,47], image processing [46], bio-informatics [53,64], medicine [58],
and industrial engineering [40,60]. Note that swarms have also been used in many engineering
applications, for example, in collective robotics where there are teams of robots working
together by communicating over a communication network; see [38] for a stability analysis
and many related references.
To uenable uand uto uenhance ufurther uapplications, umuch uwork uhas ualso ubeen udevoted uto
uimproving uthe uPSO ualgorithms. uBecause uthe uoriginal umodel uis usimilar uto ua umobile umulti-agent
usystem uand ueach uparameter udescribes ua uspecial ucharacter uof unatural uswarm ubehavior, uone ucan
uimprove uthe uperformance uof uPSO uaccording uto uthe uphysical umeanings uof uthese uparameters
[39, 48, 52, 54, 72]. The ufirst usignificant uimprovement uwas uproposed uby uShi uand uEberhart uin
u [59]. uThey usuggested uto uadd ua unew uparameter uw uas uan u“inertia uconstant”, uwhich uresults uin
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9Another significant improvement was due to Clerc and Kennedy [16]. They introduced a
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This uconstriction coefficient ucan ucontrol uthe u“explosion” uof uthe uPSO uand uensure uthe uconver-
gence. uSome uresearchers ualso uconsidered u sing u“good” utopologies uof uparticle uconnection, uin
uparticular uadaptive uones u(e.g., [14, 42, 44]).
There uhas ubeen umuch udevelopment uon umathematical uanalysis ufor uthe uconvergence uof uPSO
ualgorithms uas uwell. uAlthough umost uresearchers uprefer uto u se udiscrete usystem [13, 16, 62, 66],
there uare usome uworks uon ucontinuous-time umodels [18, 41]. uSome urecent uwork usuch uas [15,
19, 24, 37, 51, 65] provides uguidelines ufor uselecting uPSO uparameters uleading uto uconvergence,
udivergence, uor uoscillation uof uthe uswarm’s particles. uThe aforementioned uwork ualso ugives urise uto
useveral uPSO uvariants. uNowadays, uit uis uwidely urecognized uthat upurely udeterministic uapproach
uis uinadequate uin ureflecting uthe uexploration uand uexploitation uaspects ubrought uby ustochastic
uvariables. uHowever, uas ucriticized uby uPedersen [50], uthe uanalysis uis uoften uoversimplified. uFor
uexample, uthe uswarm uis uoften uassumed uto uhave uonly uone uparticle; stochastic uvariables (namely,
ur1,n, r2,n) uare unot u sed; the upoints uof uattraction, ui.e., uthe uparticle’s ubest uknown uposition uPr uand
uthe uswarm’s ubest uknown uposition uPg, uare unormally uassumed uto uremain uconstant uthroughout
uthe uoptimization uprocess.
In uthis uchapter, uwe ustudy uconvergence uof uPSO uby u sing ustochastic uapproximation umethods.
uIn uthe upast, usome uauthors uhave uconsidered u sing ustochastic uapproximation ucombined uwith
uPSO uto uenhance uthe uperformance uor uselect uparameters u(e.g., [27]). uBut uto uthe ubest uof uour
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uknowledge, uthe uonly uchapter u sing ustochastic uapproximation umethods uto uanalyze uthe udynamics
uof uthe uPSO uso ufar uis uby uChen uand uLi u [15]. They udesigned ua uspecial uPSO uprocedure uand
uassumed uthat (i) uPrin uand uPg
i
n uare ualways uwithin ua ufinite udomain; (ii) uwith uP
∗
urepresenting
uthe uglobal uoptimal upositions uin uthe usolution space, and ‖P ∗‖ < ∞. limn→∞ Prn → P ∗ and
limn→∞ Pgn → P ∗. Using uassumption u(i), uthey uproved uthe uconvergence uof uthe ualgorithm
uin uthe usense uof uwith uprobability uone. uWith uadditional uassumption u(ii), uthey ushowed uthat uthe
uswarm uwill uconverge uto uP ∗. uDespite uthe uinteresting udevelopment, utheir uassumptions u(i) uand u(ii)
uappear uto ube urather ustrong. uMoreover, uthey uadded usome uspecific uterms uin uthe uPSO uprocedure.
uSo utheir ualgorithm uis udifferent ufrom uthe utraditional uPSOs (2.1)-(2.4). uIn uthis uchapter, uwe
uconsider ua ugeneral uform uof uPSO ualgorithms. uWe uintroduce ufour ucoefficients uε, uκ1, uκ2, uand uχ
uand urewrite uthe uPSOs uin ua ustochastic uapproximation usetup. uThen uwe uanalyze uits uconvergence
u sing uweak uconvergence umethod. uWe uprove uthat ua usuitably uinterpolated usequence uof uswarms
uconverge uto uthe usolution uof uan uordinary udifferential uequation. uMoreover, uconvergence urates
uare uderived uby u sing ua usequence uof ucentered uand uscaled uestimation uerrors.
The urest uof uthe uchapter uis uarranged uas ufollows. uSection 2.2 upresents uthe usetup uof uour ualgo-
rithm. uSection u2.3 ustudies uthe uconvergence uand uSection u2.4 uanalyzes uthe urate uof uconvergence.
uSection u2.5 uproceeds uwith useveral unumerical usimulation uexamples uto uillustrate uthe uconvergence
uof uour ualgorithms. uFinally, uSection u2.6 uprovides ua ufew ufurther uremarks.
2.2 Forumulation
First, uwe uwill uintroduce usome unotations u sed uin uthis uchapter. uWe u se u| · | uto udenote ua uEuclidean
unorm. uA upoint uθ uin ua uEuclidean uspace uis ua ucolumn uvector; uthe uith ucomponent uof uθ uis udenoted
uby uθi; diag(θ) uis ua udiagonal umatrix uwhose udiagonal uelements uare uthe uelements uof uθ; uI udenotes
uthe uidentity umatrix uof uappropriate udimension; uz′ udenotes uthe utransposition uof uz; uthe unotation
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uO(y) udenotes ua ufunction uof uy usatisfying supy |O(y)|/|y| <∞, uand uo(y) udenotes ua ufunction uof
uy usatisfying |o(y)|/|y| → 0, as y → 0. uIn uparticular, uO(1) udenotes uthe uboundedness uand uo(1)
uindicates uconvergence uto u0. uThroughout uthe uchapter, ufor uconvenience, uwe u se uK uto udenote
ua ugeneric upositive uconstant uwith uthe uconvention uthat uthe uvalue uof uK umay ube udifferent ufor
udifferent u sage.
In uthis uchapter, uwithout uloss uof ugenerality, uwe uassume uthat ueach uparticle uis ua uone-dimensional
uscalar. uNote uthat ueach uparticle ucan ube ua umulti-dimensional vector, uwhich udoes unot uintroduce
uessential udifficulties uin uthe uanalysis; uonly uthe unotation uis ua ubit umore ucomplex. uWe uintroduce








 κ1I −χ(c1diag(r1,n) + c2diag(r2,n))











where uc1 uand uc2 urepresent uthe uacceleration coefficients, uXn = [X
1
n, . . . , X
r
n]
′ ∈ Rr, vn =
[v1n, . . . , v
r
n]
′ ∈ Rr, uθn = (Xn, vn)′, ur1, ur2 uare r-dimensional urandom vectors uin uwhich ueach
ucomponent uis u niformly udistributed uin u(0, 1), uand Pr(θ, η) uand Pg(θ, η) uare utwo unon-linear
ufunctions udepending uon uθ = (X, v)′ uas uwell uas uon ua u“noise” uη, uand uε > 0 uis ua usmall uparameter
urepresenting uthe ustepsize uof uthe uiterations.
Remark 2.1. Note uthat ufor ua ularge uvariety uof cases, uthe ustructures uand uthe uforms uof uPr(θ, η)
and uPg(θ, η) are unot uknown. uThis uis usimilar uto uthe usituation uin ua ustochastic uoptimization
uproblem uin uwhich uthe uobjective ufunction uis unot uknown uprecisely. uThus, ustochastic uapproxima-
tion umethods uare uwell usuited. uAs uit uis uwell uknown uthat ustochastic uapproximation umethods uare
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uvery u seful ufor utreating uoptimization uproblems uin uwhich uthe uform uof uthe uobjective ufunction uis
unot uknown uprecisely, uor utoo ucomplex uto ucompute. uThe ubeauty uof usuch ustochastic uiteratively
udefined uprocedures uis uthat uone uneed unot uknow uthe uprecise uform uof uthe functions.
If uthere uis uno unoise uterm uηn, ulet uε = 0.01, uχ = 72.9, κ1 = −27.1, uand κ2 = 72.9, uthen (2.5) uis
equivalent uto (2.3) uwhen w = 0.729 uor u(2.4) uwhen uχ = 0.729. uThus u(2.5) uis ua ugeneralization
uof (2.1)-(2.4). uSo ua ulot uof uapproaches uof utuning uparameters u(e.g., [10, 49, 70]) ucould ualso ube
uapplied.
Remark 2.2. uIn uthe uproposed algorithm, uwe u se ua uconstant ustepsize. uThe ustepsize uε > 0
uis ua usmall uparameter. uAs uis uwell urecognized u(see [11, 90]), uconstant ustepsize ualgorithms uhave
uthe uability uto utrack uslight utime uvariation uand uis umore upreferable uin umany uapplications. uIn uthe
uconvergence uand urate uof uconvergence uanalysis, uwe ulet uε→ u0. uIn uthe uactual ucomputation, uε uis
ujust ua uconstant. uIt uneed unot ugo uto u0. uThis uis uthe usame uas uone ucarries uout uany ucomputational
uproblem uin uwhich uthe uanalysis urequires uthe uiteration unumber ugoing uto uinfinity. uHowever, uin
uthe uactual ucomputing, uone uonly uexecutes uthe uprocedure ufinitely umany usteps. u
In u(2.5), r1 uand ur2 uare u sed uto ureflect uthe uexploration uof uparticles. uRearranging uterms uof










 κ1I −0.5χ(c1 + c2)I











 0 −(c1diag(r1,n) + c2diag(r2,n)− 0.5c1I − 0.5c2I)





 c1diag(r1,n)− 0.5c1I c2diag(r2,n)− 0.5c2I






θn = [vn, Xn]
′ ∈ R2r,
M =
 κ1I −0.5χ(c1 + c2)I
κ2I −0.5χ(c1 + c2)I
 ,







and uW (θn, r1,n, r2,n, ηn) to ube uthe usum uof uthe ulast utwo uterms uin uthe ucurly ubraces uof u(2.6). uThen
u(2.6) ucan ube uexpressed uas ua ustochastic uapproximation algorithm
θn+1 = θn + ε[Mθn + P (θn, ηn) +W (θn, r1,n, r2,n, ηn)]. (2.8)
One uof uthe uchallenges uin uanalyzing uthe uconvergence uof uPSO uis uthat uthe uconcrete uforms
uof Pr(θn, ηn) uand Pg(θn, ηn) uare u nknown. uHowever, uthis uwill unot uconcern u s. uAs umentioned
ubefore, ustochastic uapproximation umethods uare uknown uto uhave uadvantages uin utreating usuch
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usituations. uWe ushall u se uthe ufollowing uassumptions.
(A1) uThe uPr(·, η) uand uPg(·, η) uare ucontinuous ufor ueach uη. For ueach ubounded uθ, E|P (θ, ηn)|2 <











EmPg(θ, ηj)→ Pg(θ) in probability,
(2.9)
where uEm udenotes uthe uconditional uexpectation uon uthe uσ-algebra Fm = {θ0, ri,j, i =
1, 2, ηj : j < um}. uMoreover, ufor ueach uθ uin ua ubounded uset,
∞∑
j=n
|EnPr(θ, ηj)− Pr(θ)| <∞,
∞∑
j=n
|EnPg(θ, ηj)− Pr(θ)| <∞.
(2.10)
(A2) Define






The uordinary udifferential uequation
dθ(t)
dt
= Mθ(t) + P (θ(t)) (2.11)




(A3) u uFor ui = 1, 2, u{ri,n} uand u{ηn} uare umutually uindependent; u{ri,nu} uare ui.i.d. usequences uof
urandom uvariables with ueach ucomponent being u niformly distributed uin u(0, 1).
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Remark 2.3. Condition u(A1) uis usatisfied uby ua ularge uclass uof ufunctions uand urandom uvariables.
uThe ucontinuity uis uassumed ufor uconvenience. uIn ufact, uonly uweak ucontinuity uis uneeded uso uwe ucan
uin ufact udeal uwith uindicator utype uof ufunctions uwhose uexpectations uare ucontinuous.
In ufact, u(2.9) umainly urequires uthat {Pr(θ, ηn)} uis ua usequence uthat usatisfies ua ulaw uof ularge
unumber utype uof ucondition, ualthough uit uis uweaker uthan uthe u sual uweak ulaw uof ularge unumbers.
uCondition u(2.10) uis umodeled uby uthe umixing utype ucondition. uFor uinstance, uwe umay uassume uthat














|Pr(θ + Y, ηj)− Pr(θ, ηj)| = 0.
uApparently, uthe usecond ualternative uis ueven uweaker. uWith ueither uof uthis uassumption, uall uof
uthe usubsequent udevelopment ufollows, ubut uthe uargument uis umore ucomplex. uUnder uthe uabove
ucondition, uone ucan utreat udiscontinuity uinvolving usign ufunction uor uindicator ufunction uamong
uothers. uFor uthe ucorresponding ustochastic uapproximation algorithms, usee u [106, p. 100]; uthe
setup uin [90] uis even umore ugeneral, uwhich uallows uin uaddition uto uthe udiscontinuity, uthe ufunctions
uinvolved uto ube utime udependent. uInserting uthe uconditional uexpectation uis umuch uweaker uthan
uwithout. uFor uexample, uif u{ηn} uis ua usequence uof ui.i.d. urandom uvariables uwith udistribution
ufunction uFη, uthen ufor ueach uθ, Pr(θ) = EPr(θ, η1) =
´
Pr(θ, ζ)Fη(dζ), uso u(2.9) uis ueasily uverified.
uLikewise, uif u{ηn} uis ua umartingale udifference usequence, uthe ucondition uis ualso usatisfied. uNext, uif
u{ηnu} uis ua umoving uaverage usequence udriven uby ua umartingale udifference usequence, u(2.9) uis ualso
usatisfied. uIn uaddition, uif u{ηn} uis ua umixing usequence [97, p.166] uwith uthe umixing urate udecreasing
uto u0, uthe ucondition uis ualso usatisfied. uNote uthat uin ua umixing usequence, uthere ucan ube uinfinite
ucorrelations uand uthe uremote upast uand udistant ufuture uare uonly uasymptotically uncorrelated.
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In uthe usimplest uadditive unoise ucase, ui.e., Pr(θ, η) = Pr(θ) + η, uthen uthe ucondition uis
umainly uon uthe noise usequence {ηn}. uCondition (2.10) uis umodeled uafter uthe uso-called umixing
uinequality; usee [106, p.82] uand ureferences utherein. uSuppose uthat {Pr(θ, ηn)} uis ua ustationary




n u<∞, uthen u(2.10)
uis usatisfied.
With uthese uassumptions, uwe uproceed uto uanalyze uthe uconvergence uand urates uof uconvergence
uof uPSO ualgorithms uwith ugeneral uform u(2.8). uThe uscheme uis ua uconstant-step-size stochastic
uapproximation algorithm uwith ustep usize uε. uOur uinterest ulies uin uobtaining uconvergence uand
urates uof uconvergence uas uε → 0. uWe uemphasize uthat uin uthe uactual ucomputation, uit uis unot
unecessary uto umodify uit uas uthe ugeneralized uPSO uform u(2.8). uThis ugeneralized uPSO uform uis
usimply ua uconvenient uform uthat uallows u s uto uanalyze uthe ualgorithm uby u sing umethods uof
ustochastic approximation.
2.3 Conuvergence
This usection uis udevoted uto uobtaining uasymptotic uproperties uof ualgorithm u(2.8). uIn urelation
uto uPSO uthe uword “convergence” utypically umeans uone uof utwo uthings, ualthough uit uis uoften unot
uclarified uwhich udefinition uis umeant uand usometimes uthey uare umistakenly uthought uto ube uidentical.
u(i) uConvergence umay urefer uto uthe uswarm’s ubest uknown uposition uPg uapproaching u(converging
uto) uthe uoptimum uof u uthe uproblem, uregardless uof uhow uthe uswarm ubehaves. (ii) uConvergence
umay urefer uto ua uswarm ucollapse uin uwhich uall uparticles uhave uconverged uto ua upoint uin uthe usearch
uspace, uuwhich umay uor umay unot ube uthe uoptimum. uSince uthe uconvergence umay rely uon ustructure
uof uthe ucost ufunction uif uwe u se uthe ufirst udefinition uof uconvergence, uwe u se uthe usecond uone uas uthe
udefinition uof uconvergence uin uthis ustudy. uOur ufirst uresult uconcerns uthe uproperty uof uthe ualgorithm
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uas uε→ u0 uthrough uan uappropriate continuous-time uinterpolation. uWe udefine
θε(t) = θn for t ∈ [εn, εn+ ε).
uThen θε(·) ∈ uD([0, T ] : R2r), which uis uthe uspace uof ufunctions uthat uare udefined uon u[0, T ] utaking
uvalues uin uR2r, uand uthat uare uright ucontinuous uand uhave uleft ulimits uendowed with uthe uSkorohod
utopology u[90, Chapter 7].
Theorem 2.4. Under u(A1)-(A3), θε(·) uis utight uin uD([0, T ] : uR2r). uMoreover, uas uε → u0,
uθε(·) uconverges uweakly uto uθ(·), uwhich uis ua usolution uof u(2.11).
Remark 2.5. An uequivalent uway uof ustating uthe uODE ulimit u(2.11) uis uto uconsider uits uassociated
umartingale uproblem u[106, pp. 15-16]. uConsider uthe udifferential uoperator uassociated uwith uθ(·)
Lf(θ) = (∇f(θ))′(Mθ + P (θ)),
and define




If M˜f (·) is ua martingale ufor ueach uf(·) ∈ uC10 u(C1 ufunction uwith ucompact usupport), uthen uθ(·)
uis usaid uto usolve ua umartingale uproblem uwith uoperator uL. uThus, uan uequivalent uway uto ustate uthe
utheorem uis uto uprove uthat uθε(·) uconverges uweakly uto uθ(·), uwhich uis ua usolution uof uthe umartingale
uproblem uwith uoperator uL.







|θε(t)| ≥ K} = 0 (2.12)
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To uavoid uverifying u(2.12), uwe udefine ua uprocess uθε,N(·) satisfies uθε,N(t) = θε(t) up u ntil uthe
ufirst uexit ufrom SN = {x ∈ R2r : |x| ≤ N} and usatisfies u(2.12), uthe uθε,N(·) uis usaid uto ube uan
uN-truncation uof uθε(·). uIntroduce ua utruncation ufunction uqN(·) uthat uis usmooth uand uthat usatisfies






n + P (θ
N
n , ηn) +W (θ
N
n , r1,n, r2,n, ηn)]q
N(θNn ), (2.13)
using uthe N -truncation. uMoreover, uthe uN -truncated uODE uand uthe uoperator uLN uof uthe uasso-
ciated umartingale uproblem ucan ube defined uas
dθN (t)
dt
= [MθN (t) + P (θN(t))]qN(θ(t)), (2.14)
and
LNf(θ) = (∇f(θ))′[Mθ + P (θ)]qN(θ), (2.15)
respectively.
To uprove uthe utheorem, uwe uproceed uto uverify uthe ufollowing uclaims: u(a) ufor ueach uN , u{θε,N(·)}
uis utight. uBy uvirtue uof uthe uProhorov utheorem [90, p.229], uwe ucan uextract ua uweakly uconvergent
usubsequence. uFor unotational usimplicity, uwe ustill udenote uthe usubsequence uby u{θε,N(·)} uwith
ulimit udenoted uby uθN(·).
(b) θN(·) uis ua usolution uof uthe umartingale uproblem uwith uoperator uLN .
Using uthe u niqueness uof uthe ulimit, upassing uto uthe ulimit uas uN → u∞, uand uby uthe ucorollary
uin [106, p.44], u{θε(·)} converges uweakly uto uθ(·).
Now uwe ustart uto uprove uclaims u(a) uand u(b).
(a) Tightness. uFor uany uδ > 0, ulet ut > 0 uand us > 0 usuch uthat us ≤ δ, uand ut, t + δ ∈ [0, T ].
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uNote uthat
θε,N(t+ s)− θε,N(t) = ε
(t+s)/ε−1∑
k=t/ε
(MθNk + P (θ
N
k , ηk) +W (θ
N
k , r1,k, r2,k, ηk))q
N(θNk ).
In uthe uabove uand uhereafter, uwe u se uthe uconventions uthat ut/ε uand u(t+ s)/ε udenote uthe ucorre-
sponding uinteger uparts ⌊t/ε⌋ and ⌊(t+ s)/ε⌋, respectively. For unotational usimplicity, uin uwhat
ufollows, uwe uwill unot u se uthe ufloor ufunction unotation u nless uit uis unecessary.













∣∣θNk qN(θNk )∣∣2 . (2.16)


























Eεt |θNk qN (θNk )|2 +Ks2. (2.19)
As ua uresult, u uthere uis ua uςε(δ) such uthat
Eεt |θε,N(t+ s)− θε,N(t)|2 ≤ Eεt ςε(δ) for all 0 ≤ s ≤ δ,
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and uthat ulimδ→0 lim supε→u0Eς
ε(δ) = 0. uThe utightness uof u{θε,N(·)} uthen ufollows ufrom [106,
p.47].
(b) uCharacterization uof uthe ulimit. uTo ucharacterize uthe ulimit uprocess, uwe uneed uto uwork
uwith ua ucontinuously differentiable ufunction with ucompact usupport uf(·). uChoose umε uso uthat
umε →∞ uas uε→ u0 ubut uδε = εumε → u0. Using uthe urecursion u(2.13),





































[MθNk + P (θ
N
k , ηk)









Our ufocus uhere uis uto ucharacterize uthe ulimit. uBy uthe uSkorohod urepresentation [90, p.230],
uwith ua uslight uabuse uof unotation, uwe umay uassume uthat uθε,N(·) converges uto uθN (·) uwith uprobabil-
ity uone uand uthe uconvergence uis u niform uon uany ubounded utime uinterval. uTo ushow uthat u{θε,N(·)}
uis ua usolution uof uthe umartingale uproblem uwith uoperator uLN , uit usuffices uto ushow uthat ufor uany
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uf(·)u∈ uC10 , uthe uclass uof ufunctions uthat uare ucontinuously differentiable uwith compact usupport,





is ua martingale. uTo uverify uthe umartingale uproperty, uwe uneed uonly ushow uthat ufor uany ubounded
uand ucontinuous ufunction uh(·), uany upositive uinteger uκ, uany ut, s > u0, uand uti ≤ ut uwith ui ≤ κ,
Eh(θN (ti) : i ≤ κ)[M˜Nf (t+ s)− M˜Nf (t)]






To uverify (2.21), uwe begin uwith uthe uprocess uindexed uby uε. For unotational usimplicity, udenote
h˜ = h(θN (ti) : i ≤ κ), h˜ε = h(θε,N(ti) : i ≤ κ). (2.22)
Then uthe uweak uconvergence uand uthe uSkorohod urepresentation utogether uwith uthe uboundedness
uand uthe ucontinuity uof uf(·) uand uh(·) uyield uthat uas uε→ 0,
Eh˜ε[f(θε,N(t+ s))− f(θε,N(t))→ Eh˜[f(θN(t+ s))− f(θN(t))].








[MθNk + P (θ
N
k , ηk)












































lmε , r1,j, r2,j, ηj)q
N(θNlmε)→ 0






















(P (θNk , ηk)− P (θNk ))qN(θNk )
]
→ 0. (2.26)

































Thus, uto uget uthe udesired ulimit, uwe uneed uonly uexamine uthe ulast utwo ulines uabove. uLet uεulmε → uu

























The udesired uresult uthen ufollows.
To uproceed, uconsider u(2.11). uFor usimplicity, usuppose uthat uthere uis ua u nique ustationary
upoint uθ∗. uDenote Pr(θ∗) = Pr∗ uand Pg(θ∗) = Pg∗. uBy uthe uinversion uformula uof upartitioned
umatrix [61], usolving uMθ∗ + P (θ∗) = 0 yields uthat uthe uequilibrium upoint uof uthe uODE usatisfies
θ∗ =
 κ1I −0.5χ(c1 + c2)I
κ2I −0.5χ(c1 + c2)I
−1 ×











Corollary 2.6. Suppose uthat uthe ustationary upoint uθ∗ uis uasymptotically ustable uin uthe usense uof
uLyapunov uand uthat u{θn} uis utight. uThen ufor uany utε →∞ uas uε→ 0, θε(·+ tε) uconverges uweakly
uto uθ∗.
Proof. Define u˜θε(·) = θε(· + tε). Let uT > u0 uand uconsider uthe upair u{θ˜ε(·), θ˜ε(· − T )}. uUsing
uthe usame uargument uas uin uthe uproof uof uTheorem 2.4, {θ˜ε(u·), u˜θεu(·u− uTu)} uis utight. uSelect ua
uconvergent usubsequence uwith ulimit udenoted uby u(θ(·), θT (·)). uThen θ(0) = uθT (T ). uThe uvalue
uof uθT (0) uis unot uknown, ubut uall usuch uθT (0), uover uall uT uand uconvergent usubsequences, ubelong uto
ua utight uset. uThis utogether uwith uthe ustability uand uTheorem 2.4 uimplies uthat ufor uany u∆u> u0,
uthere uis ua uT∆ usuch uthat for uTu> uT∆, uP (θT (T )u∈ uU∆u(θ∗)u)u> u1− u∆, uwhere uU∆(θ∗) uis ua
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u∆-neighborhood uof uθ∗. uThe udesired uresult uthen ufollows. u
In u uCorollary 2.6, uwe u sed uthe utightness uof uthe uset u{θn}, uwhich ucan ube uproved u sing uthe
uargument uof uLemma 2.9. uThe uresult uindicates uthat uas uthe ustepsize uε→ u0 uand un→ u∞ uwith
unε → u∞, uθn uconverges uto uθ∗ uin uthe usense uin uprobability. uNote uthat uif uθ∗ uturns uout uto uthe
uoptimum uof uthe usearch uspace, uthen uθn uconverges uto uthe uoptimum.
Remark 2.7. Note uthat ufor unotational usimplicity, uwe uhave uassumed uthat uthere uis ua u nique
ustationary upoint uof u(2.11). uAs ufar uas uthe uconvergence uis uconcerned, uone uneed unot uassume uthat
uthere uis uonly uone uθ∗. uSee uhow umultimodal ucases ucan ube uhandled uin uthe urelated ustochastic
uapproximation uproblems uin u[90, Chpaters u5, u6, u8]. uIn ufact, ufor uthe umultimodal ucases, uwe ucan
ushow uthat uθε(·u+ utε) uconverges uin uan uappropriate usense uto uthe uset uof uthe ustationary upoints.
uThus uCorollary 2.6 ucan ube umodified. uIn uthe urate uof uconvergence ustudy, u [25] usuggested uan
uapproach u sing uconditional distribution, uwhich uis ua umodification uof ua usingle ustationary upoint.
uIf umultiple ustationary upoints uare uinvolved, uwe ucan usimply u se uthe uapproach uof u[25] ucombined
uwith uour uweak uconvergence uanalysis. uThe unotation uwill ube ua ubit umore ucomplex, ubut umain uidea
ustill urest u pon uthe ubasic uanalysis umethod uto ube upresented uin uthe unext usection. uIt useems uto ube
umore uinstructive uto upresent uthe main uideas, uso uwe uchoose uthe ucurrent usetting.
2.4 Rate uof uConvergence
Once the convergence of a stochastic approximation algorithm is established, the next task
is to ascertain the convergence rate. To study the convergence rate, we take a suitably scaled
sequencezn = (θn − θ∗)/εα, for some α > 0. The idea is to choose α such that zn converges
(in distribution) to a nontrivial limit. The scaling factor α together with the asymptotic
covariance of the scaled sequence gives us the rate of convergence. That is, the scaling tells
us the dependence of the estimation error θn − θ∗ on the step size, and the asymptotic
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covariance is a mean of assessing “goodness” of the approximation. Here the factor α = 1/2
is used. To some extent, this is dictated by the well-known central limit theorem. For related
work on convergence rate of various stochastic approximation algorithms, see [31, 67].
As umentioned uabove, uby u sing uthe udefinition uof uthe urate uof uconvergence, uwe uare ueffectively
udealing uwith uconvergence uin uthe udistributional usense. uIn ulieu uof uexamining uthe udiscrete uiteration
udirectly, uwe uare uagain utaking ucontinuous-time interpolations. uThree assumptions uare uprovided
uin uwhat ufollows.
(A4) The following conditions hold:
(i) in a neighborhood of θ∗, Pr(·, η) and Pg(·, η) are continuously differentiable for
each η, and the second derivatives (w.r.t. θ) of W (·, r1, r2, η) and P (·, η) exist and
are continuous.
(ii) denoting byEm the conditional expectation on the σ-algebraFm = {θ0, r1j , r2j , ηj :
j < m}, and by ζθ the first partial derivative w.r.t. θ of ζ = W or P , resp., for










EmPgθ(θ, ηj)→ Pgθ(θ) in probability,
∞∑
j=m
|EmWθ(θ∗, r1,j, r2,j, ηj)| <∞,
∞∑
j=m
|EmPθ(θ∗, ηj)− P θ(θ∗)| <∞.
(2.30)
(iii) The matrix M + P θ(θ
∗) is stable in that all of its eigenvalues are on the left half
of the complex plane.
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(iv) There is a twice continuously differentiable Lyapunov function V (·) : R2r → R
such that
– V (θ)→∞ as |θ| → ∞, and Vθθ(·) is uniformly bounded.
– |Vθ(θ)| ≤ K(1 + V 1/2(θ)).
– |Mθ + P (θ)|2 ≤ K(1 + V (θ)) for each θ.




|EW˜ ′(θm, r1,m, r2,m, ηm)W˜ (θj , r1,j, r2,j, ηj)|< ∞, where W˜ (θ, r1, r2, η) = P (θ, η) −
P (θ) +W (θ, r1, r2, η).





∗, r1,j, r2,j, ηj) converges weakly to B(·), a Brow-
nian motion whose covariance Σt with Σ ∈ R2r×2r given by
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EW˜ (θ∗, r1,k, r2,k, ηk)W˜ ′(θ∗, r1,0, r2,0, η0).
(2.31)
Remark 2.8. Note uthat u(A4)(ii) uis uanother unoise ucondition. uThe umotivation uis usimilar uto
Remark 2.3. uThe umain udifference uof u(2.9) uand u(2.10) uand u(2.30) uis uthat u(2.30) uis uon uthe
uderivative uof uthe ufunctions uevaluated uat uthe upoint uθ∗. uIn ufact, uwe uonly uneed uthe uderivative uexists
uin ua uneighborhood uof uthis upoint uonly. uThis uis ubecause uthat uwe uare uanalyzing uthe uasymptotic












∗, ηj)→ P θ(θ∗) in probability.
uThe utraditional uPSO ualgorithms udo unot uallow unon-additive unoise, uhere uwe uare utreating ua umore
ugeneral uproblem. uNonadditive unoise ucan ube uallowed.
(A4)(iv) uassumes uthe uexistence uof ua uLyapunov ufunction. uOnly uthe uexistence uis uneeded; uits
uprecise uform uneed unot ube uknown. uFor usimplicity, uwe uhave uassumed uthe uconvergence uof uthe
uscaled usequence uto ua uBrownian umotion uin u(A6); usufficient uconditions uare uwell uknown; usee ufor
uexample, u [90, Section 7.4]. uBefore uproceeding ufurther, uwe ufirst uobtain ua umoment ubound uof
uθn. u
Lemma 2.9. Assume uthat (A1)-(A6) uhold. Then uthere uis uan uNε usuch uthat ufor uall un > Nε,
EV (θn) = O(ε).
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Proof. To ubegin, uit ucan ube useen uthat
uEnV (θn+1)− V (θn) ≤ u− ελuV (θn) + εEnV ′θ (θn)W˜ (θn, r1,n, r2,n, ηn)
+O(ε2)(1 + V (θn)),
(2.32)
where uθ+n uis uon uthe uline usegment ujoining uθn uand uθn+1. uThe bound uin u(2.32) ufollows ufrom uthe
ugrowth ucondition uin u(A4)(iv), uthe ulast uinequality ufollows ufrom u(A1). uTo uproceed, uwe u se uthe
umethods uof uperturbed uLyapunov ufunctions, uwhich uentitles uto uintroduce usmall uperturbations
uto ua uLyapunov ufunction uin uorder uto umake udesired ucancelation. uDefine ua uperturbation





θ(θ)W˜ (θ, r1,j, r2,j, ηj).
Note uthat




1 (θn+1, n + 1)− V ε1 (θn, n)
= O(ε2)(V (θn) + 1)− εuEnV ′θ (θn)W˜ (θn, r1,n, r2,n, ηn).
(2.34)
Define V ε(θ, n) = V (θ) + V ε1 (θ, n).Using u(2.32) and u(2.34), uwe uobtain u
EnV
ε(θn+1, n+ 1) ≤ u(1− ελ)V ε(θn, n) +O(ε2)(1 + V ε(θn, n)). (2.35)
uChoosing uNε uto ube ua upositive uinteger usuch uthat (1 − (λε/2))Nε ≤ uKε. uIterating uon uthe
urecursion (2.35), utaking expectation, uand u sing uthe uorder uof umagnitude estimate u(2.33), uwe
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ucan uthen uobtain
uEuV ε(θn+1, n+ 1)
≤ u(1− ελ)EV ε(θn, n) +O(ε2)(1 + V ε(θn, n))
≤ u(1− ελ
2
)nEV ε(θ0, 0) +O(ε) = O(ε).
(2.36)
when un > Nε. uThe usecond uline uof u(2.36) ufollows ufrom 1− λε+O(ε2) ≤ u1− λε2 for usufficiently
usmall uε. uNow u sing u(2.33) uagain, uwe ualso uhave EV (θn+1) = O(ε). uThus uthe udesired uestimate
ufollows.
Define uzn = (θn − θ∗)/
√
ε. Then uit uis readily uverified uthat




ε(P (θ∗, ηn)− P (θ∗) +W (θ∗, r1,n, r2,n, ηn))
+ε(Pθ(θ
∗, ηn)− P θ(θ∗)
+Wθ(θ
∗, r1,n, r2,n, ηn))zn + o(|zn|2).
(2.37)
Corollary 2.10. Assume uthat (A1)-(A6) uhold. uIf uthe uLyapunov ufunction uis ulocally uquadratic,
ui.e.,
V (θ) = (θ − θ∗)′Q(θ − θ∗) + o(|θ − θ∗|2).
Then uEV (zn) = O(1) ufor uall un > Nε.
Now uwe uare uin ua uposition uto ustudy uthe uasymptotic uproperties uthrough uweak uconvergence uof
uappropriately interpolated usequence uof uzn. uDefine uz
ε(t) = zn ufor t ∈ [(n−Nε)ε, (n−Nε)ε+ε].
uWe can uintroduce ua utruncation usequence. uThat uis, uin ulieu uof uzε(·), uwe ulet uN ube ua ufixed ubut
uotherwise uarbitrary ularge upositive uinteger uand udefine uzε,N(·) uas uan uN -truncation uof uzε(·).
uThat uis, uit uis uequal uto uzε(·) up u ntil uthe ufirst uexit uof uthe uprocess ufrom uthe usphere uSN = {|z| :
u|z| ≤ uN} uwith uradius uN . uAlso udefine ua utruncation ufunction uqN(z) = 1 uif uzu∈ uSN , u= u0 uif
uzu∈ uRru−SN+1, uand uis usmooth. uCorresponding uto usuch ua utruncation, uwe ualso uhave ua umodified
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uoperator uwith utruncation u(i.e., uthe ufunctions u sed uin uthe uoperator uare uall umodified uby u se uof
uqN(z)). uThen uwe uproceed uto uestablish uthe uconvergence uof uzε,N (·) uas ua usolution uof ua umartingale
uproblem uwith uthe utruncated uoperator. uThen ufinally, uletting uN → u∞, uwe u se uthe u niqueness
uof uthe umartingale uproblem uto uconclude uthe uproof. uThe uargument uis usimilar uto uthat uof uSection
u2.3. uFor ufurther utechnical udetails, uwe urefer uthe ureader uto u[90, pp. 284-285]. uSuch ua utruncation
u udevice uis ualso uwidely u sed uin uthe analysis uof upartial udifferential uequations. uFor unotational
usimplicity, uwe uchoose uto usimply uassume uthe uboundedness urather uthan ugo uwith uthe utruncation
uroute. uThus umerely ufor unotational usimplicity, uwe usuppose uzε(t) uis ubounded. uFor uthe urate uof
uconvergence, uour ufocus uis uon the uconvergence uof uthe usequence uzε(·). uWe ushall ushow uthat uit
uconverges uto ua udiffusion uprocess uwhose ucovariance umatrix utogether uwith uthe uscaling ufactor uwill
uprovide u s uwith uthe udesired uconvergence urates. uAlthough umore ucomplex uthan uTheorem 2.4,
uwe ustill u se uthe umartingale uproblem usetup. uTo ukeep uthe upresentation urelatively ubrief, uwe ushall
uonly uoutline uthe umain usteps uneeded.
For uany ut, s > 0,
zε(t+ s)− zε(t) = ε
(t+s)/ε−1∑
j=t/ε












∗, r1,j, r2,j, ηj)zj.
(2.38)
























∗, r1,j, r2,j, ηj)zj
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
≤ uKs ≤ uKδ.
Using uCorollary 2.10 uand usimilar uargument uas uthat uof uTheorem 2.4, uwe uhave uthe ufollowing
uresult.
Lemma 2.11. Assume uconditions uof uCorollary 2.10, {zε(·)} uis utight uon uD([0, T ] : R2r).
Next uwe ucan uextract ua uconvergent usubsequence uof u{zε(·)}. uWithout uloss uof ugenerality, ustill
udenote uthe usubsequence uby uzε(·) uwith ulimit uz(·). uFor uany ut, s > 0, u(2.38) uholds. The uway
uto uderive uthe ulimit uis usimilar uto uthat uof uTheorem 2.4 u sing umartingale uproblem uformulation
ualthough uthe uanalysis uis umore uinvolved. uWe uproceed uto ushow uthat uthe ulimit uis uthe u nique




tr(Σfzz(z)) + (∇f(z))′(M + P (θ∗)), (2.39)
ufor uf ∈ uC20 , uC2 ufunctions uwith ucompact usupport.
Using usimilar unotation uas uthat uof uSection u2.3, uredefine
h˜ = h(z(ti) : i ≤ κ), h˜ε = h(zε(ti) : i ≤ κ). (2.40)



























W˜ (θ∗, r1,j, r2,j, ηj)[zj − zlmε ]
]
→ 0 as ε→ 0.






















(M + P θ(θ
∗))z(u)du
]
as uε→ u0. uPutting uthe uaforementioned uarguments utogether, uwe uhave uthe ufollowing utheorem.
Theorem 2.12. uUnder uconditions u(A1)-(A7), u{zε(·)} uconverges uto uz(·) such that uz(·) uis ua
usolution uof uthe ufollowing ustochastic udifferential uequation
dz = [M + P θ(θ
∗)]zdt+ Σ1/2dB̂(t), (2.41)
where ûB(·) uis ua ustandard uBrownian umotion.
Remark 2.13. To usee uwhat ukind uof ufunctions uand uthe uassociated uODE uand uSDE uwe uare
uworking uwith, uwe ulook uat utwo usimple uexamples. uIn uthe ufirst uexample uwe u se uF (x) = x2, utake
u2 uparticles, uχ = 1, κ1 = −0.271, uκ2 = 1, c1 = c2 = 1.5, uand assume u{ηk} uis uan ui.i.d. usequence
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uwith umean u[0, 0, 0, 0]′ uand uvariance uI. uThen u
M =

−0.271 0 −1.5 0
0 −0.271 0 −1.5
1 0 −1.5 0
0 1 0 −1.5

, (2.42)
and uthe ulimit uODE uis ugiven uby
θ˙(t) = Mθ(t).
Thus uθ∗ = [0, 0, 0, 0]′ uis uthe uminimizer uof uthe uswarm, uand uPθu(θu∗u) = u0 ∈ uR4×u4 u(a u4×4 umatrix
uwith uall uentries ubeing u0). uIn uthe ustandard uoptimization ualgorithm, uone uprocessor uis urunning
uto uapproximate uthe uoptimum. uHere, uwe uhave utwo uparticles urunning usimultaneously. uNote uthat
uθ uhas ufour ucomponents. uTwo uof uthem urepresent uthe uparticles’ upositions, uand uthe uother utwo
uare uthe uparticles’ uspeeds. uAt uthe end, uboth uof uthe uparticles ureach uthe uminimum, urepresenting
usomething uthat umight ube ucalled u“overlapping.” uIn uaddition, ueventually uthe uspeeds uof uboth
uparticles ureach u0 u(or uat uresting upoint). uAs ufar uas uthe urate uof uconvergence uis uconcerned, uwe
uconclude uthat uθn−θ∗ udecades uin uthe uorder uof u
√
ε u(in uthe usense uof uconvergence uin udistribution).
uNot uonly uis uthe umean usquares uerror uof u(θn − θ∗) uuof uthe uorder uε, ubut ualso uthe uinterpolation uof
uthe uscaled usequence uzn uhas ua ulimit urepresented uby ua ustochastic udifferential uequation
dz = Mzdt+ dB̂(t).
That uis, u(2.41) uis usatisfied uwith uPθ(θ
∗) = 0 uand uΣ = I. uAs uillustrated uin u [90], uthe uscaling
ufactor u
√
ε utogether uwith ustationary ucovariance uof uthe uSDE ugives u s uthe urate uof uconvergence. uIn
uterms uof uthe uswarm, uloosely, uwe uhave uθnu− θ∗u∼ uN(0, uεuΞ0) u[that uis, u(θn − θ∗) uis uasymptot-
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ically unormal uwith umean u0u∈ uR4 uand ucovariance umatrix uεuΞ0], uwhere uΞ0 uis uthe uasymptotic
ucovariance umatrix uthat uis uthe usolution uof uthe uLyapunov uequation uMuΞ0u+ uΞ0uM
′u= u− I.
Likewise, uin uthe usecond uexample, uF (x) = sin ux uwith ux ∈ [0, 1]. uWe ustill utake u2 uparticles,
usame uparameters usetting, uand uassume u{ηk} uis uthe usame ui.i.d. usequence uas ubefore. uThen M uis




0.75 0 0.75 0
0 0.75 0 0.75
0.75 0 0.75 0
0 0.75 0 0.75


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

.
It ufollows uthat u(2.41) uholds uwith
M + P θ(θ
∗) =

1.229 0 −1.5 0
0 1.229 0 −1.5
2.5 0 −1.5 0
0 2.5 0 −1.5

and uΣ = I. uSimilar uto uthe uprevious uexample, uwe uhave uthat uθn − θ∗ uis uasymptotically unormal
uwith umean u0 uand ucovariance uεΞ˜, uwhere u˜Ξ uis uthe uasymptotic ucovariance usatisfying uthe uLyapunov
uequation u(M + P θ(θ
∗))Ξ˜ + Ξ˜(M + P θ(θ∗))′ = −I. u u
2.5 Numerical uExamples
We u se utwo usimulation uexamples uto illustrate uthe convergence uproperties. Using u(2.5), uwe
utake uε = 0.01, uχ = 1, κ1 = −0.271, uκ2 = 1, c1 = c2 = 1.5. uFor simplicity, uwe utake uthe uadditive
unoise uPr(θn, ηn) = uPr(θn) + ηn uand uPg(θn, ηn) = uPg(θn) + ηn, where uηn uis ua usequence uof
ui.i.d. urandom uvariables uwith ua ustandard unormal udistribution N (0, 1). uIn addition, uwe uset uthe
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Figure 1: Particle uswarm uof uone-dimensional uX u sing uF1 udefined uin u(2.43).
u u

























Figure 2: Graphs uof uPr uand uPg u sing uF1 udefined uin u(2.43).
unumber uof uswarms uto ube u5.





uwhere uD uis uthe udimension uof uthe uvariable ux. uIts uglobal uoptimum uis u(0, 0, . . . , 0)′. First, uthe
udimension uof uX uis uset uto ube u1. uFigures u1 uand u2 ushow uthe ustate utrajectories u(top) uand uthe
ucentered uand uscaled uerrors uof uthe ufirst ucomponent uθ1n u(bottom). u uThe ugraphs uof uPr u(top) uand
uPg u(bottom) uare ualso uprovided.
Next, uwe uconsider uthe u2-dimension ucase uof uX. uFigures u3 uand u4 uillustrate uthe ustate utrajec-
tories u(top) uand uthe ucentered uand uscaled uerrors uof uthe ufirst ucomponent uθ1n u(bottom), uand uthe






































Figure 3: Particle uswarm uof utwo-dimensional uX u sing uF1 udefined uin u(2.43).
u u


























Figure 4: Graphs uof uPr uand uPg u sing uF1 udefined uin u(2.43).
Example 2.15. uConsider uthe Rastrigin ufunction [57]
F2(x) = 10D +
D∑
i=1
[x2i − 10 cos(2πuxi)], (2.44)
uwhere uD uis uthe udimension uof uthe uvariable ux.
This ufunction uhas umany ulocal uminima. uIts uglobal uoptimum uis ugiven uby u(0, 0, . . . , 0)′. uSame
uas uExample 2.14, uwe uset uthe udimension uof uX uto ube u1 uand u2, urespectively. uThe uparticle uswarm
utrajectories, uthe ucentered uand uscaled uerrors uof uthe ufirst ucomponent, uand ugraphs uof uPr uand uPg
uare ugiven uin uFigures u5 uto u8, respectively.
From uthese ufigures, uwe ucan uconclude uthat uall uthe uswarms uconverge uto ua upoint uin uthe
usearching uspace. uThese uresults uwere uobtained uwithout uassuming uthat ur1, ur2, uPr, uand uPg uare
ufixed. uOur unumerical uresults uconfirm uour utheoretical findings uin uSections u2.3 uand u2.4.
Remark 2.16. We u se uthe udefinition uof uconvergence uhere uthat ua uswarm ucollapse uin uwhich
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Figure 5: Particle uswarm uof uone-dimensional uX u sing uF2 udefined uin u(2.44).
u u

































































Figure 7: Particle uswarm uof utwo-dimensional uX u sing uF2 udefined uin u(2.44).
u u
























Figure 8: Graphs uof uPr uand uPg u sing uF2 udefined uin u(2.44).
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uall uparticles uhave uconverged uto ua upoint uin uthe usearch uspace. uSometimes uwe uobserve u(e.g., uin
uthe usecond uexample) uthat uthe uconvergence upoint uis unot uthe uglobal uor ueven ulocal uoptimum.
This uproblem, ureferred uto uas upremature uin uliteratures, uoccurs ucommonly uin uevolutionary ualgo-
rithms usuch uas uPSOs, ugenetic ualgorithms, uevolutionary ustrategies, uetc. uBased uon uour unumerical
uexperiments, uwe ufound uthat uif uthe ucost ufunction uis u nimodal uand uwith ulow udimensions, uthe
uequilibrium ucoincides uwith uthe uproper parameter uchoice. The uproblem uof u nder uwhat ucon-
ditions uthe uequilibrium ucoincides uwith uthe uoptimum udeserves uto ube ucarefully ustudied uin uthe
ufuture.
2.6 Further uRemarks
In uthis uchapter, uwe uconsidered ua ugeneral uform uof uPSO ualgorithms u sing ua ustochastic uapprox-
imation uscheme. uDifferent ufrom uthe uexisting uresults uin uthe uliterature, uwe uhave u sed uweaker
uassumptions uand uobtained umore ugeneral uresults uwithout udepending uon uempirical uwork. uIn
uaddition, uwe uobtained urates uof uconvergence ufor uthe uPSO ualgorithms ufor uthe ufirst utime.
Several uresearch directions umay ube upursued uin uthe ufuture. uWe ucan u se ustochastic uapprox-
imation umethods uto uanalyze uother uschemes uof uPSO, ufor uexample, uthe uSPSO2011 uconsidered
uin [69]. uWe ucan uset u p ua ustochastic uapproximation usimilar uto u(2.8) uand uanalyze uits uconver-
gence uand uconvergence urate. uFinding uways uto usystematically uchoose uthe uparameter uvalues
uκ1, uκ2, uc1, uand uc2 uis ua upractically uchallenging uproblem. uOne uthought uis uto uconstruct ua ulevel
utwo u(stochastic) optimization ualgorithm to uselect ubest uparameter uvalue uin ua usuitable usense.
uTo uproceed uin uthis udirection urequires ucareful uthoughts uand uconsideration. u uIn uaddition, uwe
ucan uconsider uthat usome uparameters usuch uas uχ, uκ1, uetc. uare unot ufixed ubut uchange urandomly
uduring uiterations uor uchange uowing uto usome urandom uenvironment uchange u(for uexample, usee
u [134]). uThe uproblem uto ustudy uis uto uanalyze uthe uconvergence uand uconvergence urates uin usuch
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ua ucase. uFurthermore, u sing uanother udefinition uof uconvergence, ui.e., uthe uswarm’s ubest uknown
uposition uPg uapproaching u(converging uto) uthe uoptimum uof uthe uproblem, uis uanother upossible
ustudy udirection.
To uconclude, uthis uchapter udemonstrated uconvergence uproperties uof ua uclass uof ugeneral uPSO
ualgorithms uand uderived uthe urates uof uconvergence uby u sing ua ucentered uand uscaled usequence uof
uuthe uiterates. uThis study uopens unew uarenas ufor usubsequent ustudies uon udetermining uconvergence
ucapabilities uof udifferent uPSO ualgorithms uand uparameters.
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CHAPTER 3 Infinite Dimensional Regime-Switching
SA Algorithms
3.1 Introuduction
This uchapter uis uconcerned uwith ua uclass uof ustochastic uapproximation u(SA) algorithms ufor
utracking uthe uinvariant udistribution uof ua uMarkov uchian uwith uhas ucountable ustate uspace uand uis
uconditioned uon uanother uMarkov uchain ualso uhaving ucountable ustate uspace. uWe uwill uevaluate
uthe utracking ucapability uof uthe uSA ualgorithm uin uterms uof umean usquares utracking uerror, uchar-
acterize uthe udynamic ubehavior uof uthe uiterates, ureveal uthe ustructure uof ua uscaled usequence uof
utracking uerrors, uand uobtain uthe uasymptotic ucovariance uof uthe uassociated ulimit uprocess. uBased
uthe udiscussion uin [91], uwe uassume uthat usuch ua uMarkov uchain uwith uinfrequent ujumps uas ua uslow
uMarkov uchain ufor usimplicity. uSince uif uthe uparameter uchanges utoo ufast, uthere uis uno uchance uone
ucan utrack uthe utime-varying uproperties u sing uan uSA ualgorithm.
Motivation. This uchapter uis uan uextension uof uthe uwork uin u[92]. uThe uauthors uin u[92] consid-
ered uthe ucase uthat udiscrete uMarkov uchains uhave ufinite ustate uspace. uWe urefer uthe ureader uto u[92]
uand uits ureferences ufor uthe ubackground uand usurvey uof uthe uproblem. uIn uthis uchapter, uwe uconsider
uthe ucase uthat uthe ustate uspace uof udiscrete uMarkov uchains uis ucountable. uThe umotivation ustems
ufrom ureduction uof ucomputational ucomplexity ufor ularge-scale usystems, ue.g., uqueueing unetwork
umodels, ucommunication unetworks, uinternet utraffic ucontrols, uand ucomputer usystems. uMany uof
uthese usystems uare ueither umodeled udirectly uas uMarkovian usystems uor ucan ube urecast uin usuch ua
uform. uIn ureality, uthe unetworks uare uoften uquite ularge uwith umany unodes. uThus uthe ucomputational
ucomplexity uis uoften uan uimportant uissue uand uhas udrawn umuch uattention. uWe urefer uthe uwork
u[93] ufor umore uinformation uabout udiscrete-time uMarkov uchains uwith ua ucountable ustate uspace.
Outline. This uchapter uis udevoted uto uan uSA ualgorithm uwith uconstant ustep usize uand u pdates
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uthat uare uessentially uof uthe uform uof uoccupation umeasures. uWe ufocus uon uthe uanalysis uof utracking
uerror ubounds. uFirst, uwe uderive umean usquares utype uerror ubounds u sing uperturbed uLyapunov
ufunction umethods [90] ubased on ustability uanalysis. uThen uwe ushow uthat uan uassociated usystem uof
uODEs uwith uregime uswitching ucan ube uobtained uvia ua ucombined u se uof uthe u pdated utreatment
uon uSA u [90] uand utwo-time-scale uMarkov uchains [80, 83]. uThe usystem uof uODEs uwith uregime
uswitching, udifferent ufrom ua usingle uODE uderived ufrom usome u sual uSA ualgorithms uin uthe uexisting
uliteratures, uis umodulated uby ua ucontinuous-time uMarkov uchain. uBy uthis usystem uof uswitching
uODEs, uwe ufurther uanalyze uthe urate uof uconvergence. uTo udo uthis, uwe uneed uto uexamine ua usequence
uof usuitably unormalized uerrors. uWe u se ua uspecial unorm uto uavoid uanalysis uinfinite ucovariance
umatrix. uWe ucan udemonstrate uthat uif uthe utrue uparameter uis ua ufixed uconstant, uthen uthe unorm uof
uthis usuitable uscaled usequence uof uestimation uerrors uhas ua uGaussian udiffusion ulimit. uMoreover,
uthe ulimit uof uthe unorm uis ua usystem uof udiffusions uwith uregime uswitching. uThat umeans uthe udiffusion
ucoefficient udepends uon uthe umodulating uMarkov uchain uin uthe ulimit usystem,, uwhich ureveals uthe
udistinctive utime-varying unature uof uthe u nderlying usystem.
The urest uof uthe uchapter uis uorganized uas ufollows. uThe uformulation uof uthe uproblem uis upresented
uin uSection u2. uObtaining umean usquares uerror ubounds uand ua uweak uconvergence uresult uof uan
uinterpolated usequence uof uthe uiterates uare ushowed uin uSection u3. uA unorm uof usuitably uscaled
utracking uerror usequence uof uthe uiterates uand uderives ua uswitching udiffusion ulimit uare uexamined
uin uSection u4. uSection u5 upresents uan uexample uof uan uadaptive udiscrete ustochastic uoptimization
ualgorithm.
Before uproceeding further, ua ubit uof unotation uis uin uorder. uThroughout uthe uchapter, u1 udenotes
uan uinfinite udimensional ucolumn uvector uwith uall ucomponents ubeing u1. uFor ua uvector uz uand
ua umatrix uH , uwe u se uz′ uand uH ′ uto udenote utheir utransposes, uand u se uzi uto udenote uthe uith
ucomponent uof uz uand uH ij uto udenote uthe uijth uentry uof uH , urespectively. uHowever, ufor ua ureal
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unumber ur, urk udenotes uthe ukth upower uof ur u(e.g., uεk ufor uε > 0 u sed uin uwhat ufollows), uand u⌊ur⌋
udenotes uthe uinteger upart uof ur. uK udenotes ua ugenetic upositive uconstant uwhose uvalues umay uvary
ufor udifferent u sage u(the uconventions uK +K = K uand uKK = K uwill ube u sed uwithout unotice).
uFor ua ugiven umatrix H = (hij)∞×∞ uwith uinfinite ucolumns uand uinfinite urows, uwe udefine uHa uto
ube ua umatrix ugiven uby uHa = (1, H). uIn uaddition, uwe u se ua usubscript uto uindex ua usequence.
3.2 Forumulation
uThe ufollowing uconditions uare u sed uthroughout uthe uchapter. uCondition (M) ucharacterizes uthe
utime-varying u nderlying uparameter uas ua uMarkov uchain uwith uinfrequent utransitions, uwhile
ucondition u(S) ucharacterizes uthe uobserved usignal.
(M) uLet u{αn} ube ua udiscrete-time uMarkov uchain uwith uinfinite ustate uspace
M = {α1, α2, . . .} (3.1)
and utransition uprobability umatrix
P η = I + ηuQ, (3.2)
where uη > 0 uis ua usmall uparameter, uI uis uan uinfinite udimensional uidentity umatrix, uand
Q = (qij)∞×∞ uis ua ugenerator uof ua ucontinuous-time uMarkov uchain u(i.e., uQ usatisfies uqij ≥ u0
ufor ui 6= uj uand∑∞j=1 qij = 0 ufor ueach ui = 1, 2, . . .). uFor usimplicity, usuppose uthat uthe uinitial
udistribution P (α0 = αi) = p0,i uis uindependent uof uη ufor ueach ui = 1, 2, . . ., uwhere up0,i ≥ 0
uand
∑∞
i=1 p0,i = 1. uQ uis uirreducible.
(S) uLet u{Yn} ube uan uinfinite ustate uconditional uMarkov chain u(conditioned uon uthe uparameter
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uprocess). uThe ustate uspace uof u{Yn} uis S = {s1, s2, . . .}, uwhere usi ufor ui = 1, 2, . . . udenotes
uthe uith ustandard u nit uvectors, uwith uthe uith ucomponent ubeing u1 uand uthe urest uof uthe
ucomponent ubeing u0. uFor ueach uα ∈ M, A(α) = (aij(α))∞×∞, uthe utransition uprobability
umatrix uof uYn uis udefined uby
aij(α) = P (Yn+1 = sj |Yn = si, αn = α) = P (Y1 = sj|Y0 = si, α0 = α),
where ui, j ∈ {1, 2, . . .}. For uα ∈M, uA(α) uis uirreducible uand uaperiodic.
By uthe uassumptions, uwe uknow uthat uA(α) uis uirreducible uand uaperiodic. uSo uthere uexists ua
u nique ustationary udistribution ψ(α) ∈ R∞×u1 usatisfying
ψ′(α) = ψ′(α)A(α) u uand u uψ′(α)1 = 1.
We ufocus uon u sing uan uSA ualgorithm uto utrack uthe utime-varying distribution uψ(αn) uthat udepends
uon uthe u nderlying uMarkov uchain uαn.
3.2.1 Adaptive uAlgorithm
We u se ua ustochastic uapproximation ualgorithm uwith uconstant ustep usize
ψ̂n+1 = ψ̂n + ε(Yn+1 − ψ̂n), (3.3)
where uε udenotes uthe ustep usize. uThis uis uan uadaptive ualgorithm uof uleast umean usquares u(LMS) utype
uwhich ucan uconstruct ua usequence uof uestimates {ψ̂n} uof the utime-varying distribution ψ(αn),
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Define u˜ψn = ψ̂n −Eψ(αn). Then u(3.3) ucan be urewritten uas
ψ˜n+1 = ψ˜n − εψ˜n + ε(Yn+1 −Eψ(αn)) +E(ψ(αn)− ψ(αn+1)). (3.4)
Note uthat ûψn, ψ(α), uand uhence u˜ψn uare uinfinite ucolumn uvectors u(i.e., uthey utake uvalues uin uR
∞×u1).
The u nderlying uparameter uαn uis ucalled ua uhypermodel uin [91]. uAlthough uthe udynamics uof
uthe uhypermodel uαn uis u sed uin uour uanalysis, uit udoes unot uexplicitly uenter uthe uimplementation uof
uthe uLMS ualgorithm u(3.3).
Now uwe uwill uderive ua umean usquare uerror ubound uby uexamining uan uinterpolated usequence uof
uthe uiterations, uand uderive ua ulimit uresult ufor ua uscaled usequence uin uthe ufollowing usections.
3.3 uAsymptotic uProperties
3.3.1 Mean Square Error
We uconsider ua umean usquare uestimate ufor uE|ψ˜n|2 = E|ψ̂n −Eψ(αn)|2 ufirst. uLyapunnov-type
ufunctions uare uoften urequired uto uanalyze uSA ualgorithms ufor uproving ustability, usee [73, 90]. uIn
uwhat ufollows, uwe uestablish uthe udesired uestimate uvia ua ustability uargument u sing uthe uperturbed
uLyapunov ufunction umethod [90]. uUse En uto udenote uthe uconditional uexpectation uwith urespect
uto uFn, uthe uσ-algebra generated uby {Yk, αk : k ≤ un}.










Proof. Define V (x) = (x′x)/2. Direct calculations lead to
EnV (ψ˜n+1)− V (ψ˜n) = En{ψ˜′n[−εψ˜n + ε(Yn+1 −Eψ(αn)) +E[ψ(αn)− ψ(αn+1)]]}
+En| − εψ˜n + ε(Yn+1 −Eψ(αn)) +E[ψ(αn)− ψ(αn+1)]|2.
(3.6)
By uthe uMarkovian uassumption uand uthe ustructure uof uthe transition uprobability umatrix ugiven
uby u(3.2),

























moreover, udetailed ucomputation ualso ushows uthat
En|ψ(αn)− ψ(αn+1)|2 = O(η). (3.8)
Owing uto u(3.2), uthe utransition uprobability umatrix uP η uis uindependent uof utime un. uAs ua uresult,
uthe uk-step utransition uprobability udepends uonly uon uthe utime ulags uand ucan ube udenoted uby u(P η)k.
uBy uan uelementary uinequality, uwe uhave |ψ˜n| = |ψ˜n| · 1 ≤ (|ψ˜n|2 + 1)/2. Thus,
O(η)|ψ˜n| ≤ O(η)(V (ψ˜n) + 1).
Noting uthat uthe usequence uof usignals u{Yn} uis ubounded, uthe uboundedness uof u{ψ̂n}, uand
uO(ηε) = O(η2 + ε2) via uthe elementary uinequality ab ≤ (a2 + b2)/2 ufor any ureal unumbers a
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uand ub, uthe uestimate u(4.14) uyields
En| − εψ˜n + ε(Yn+1 −Eψ(αn)) +E[ψ(αn)− ψ(αn+1)]|2
≤ KEn
[
ε2|ψ˜n|2 + ε2|Yn+1 −Eψ(αn)|2 + ε2|ψ˜′nE(Yn+1 −Eψ(αn))|
+ε|ψ˜′nE(ψ(αn)− ψ(αn+1))|+ ε|(Yn+1 −Eψ(αn))′E(ψ(αn)− ψ(αn+1))|
]
+|E(ψ(αn)− ψ(αn+1))|2





n[−εψ˜n + ε(Yn+1 −Eψ(αn)) +E(ψ(αn)− ψ(αn+1))]
= −2εV (ψ˜n) + εEnψ˜′n(Yn+1 −Eψ(αn)) +Enψ˜′nE(ψ(αn)− ψ(αn+1)).
(3.10)
Using u(3.9) uand u(3.10) uin u(4.12) utogether uwith (4.13), uwe uobtain
EnV (ψ˜n+1)− V (ψ˜n)
= −2εV (ψ˜n) + εEnψ˜′n(Yn+1 − Eψ(αn)) +Enψ˜′nE(ψ(αn)− ψ(αn+1))
+O(ε2 + η2)(V (ψ˜n) + 1).
(3.11)
To uobtain uthe udesired uestimate, uwe uneed uto u“average uout” uthe usecond uto uthe ufourth uterms
uon uthe uright-hand uside uof u(3.11). uTo udo uso, ufor uany u0 < T < ∞, uwe udefine uthe ufollowing
perturbations:









In the above and hereafter, T/η is understood to be ⌊T/η⌋, i.e., the integer part of T/η.
Throughout uthe urest uof uthe uproof, uwe uoften uneed uto u se uthe unotion uof ufixed-α processes.
uFor uexample, uby uYj(α) for n ≤ j ≤ O(1/η), we umean ua uprocess uin uwhich uαj = α uis ufixed ufor
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uall uj uwith un ≤ j ≤ O(1/η).
For uV η1 (ψ˜, n) udefined uin u(3.12),


















∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ K ≤ ∞ uniformly in n. (3.14)





Thus, u sing u(3.13)-(4.21), ufor ueach u˜ψ,
|V η1 (ψ˜, n)| ≤ O(ε)(V (ψ˜) + 1). (3.16)
By uvirtue uof uthe udefinition uof uV η2 (·) uand u(3.2), uit follows uthat uthere uexists uan uNη ufor uall
unu≥ uNη usuch uthat








≤ O(η)(V (ψ˜) + 1).
(3.17)
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We unext ushow uthat uthey uresult uin uthe udesired ucancellation uin uthe error uestimate. uNote uthat
EnV
η
1 (ψ˜n+1, n+ 1)− V η1 (ψ˜n, n)
= En[V
η
1 (ψ˜n+1, n+ 1)− V η1 (ψ˜n, n+ 1)] +EnV η1 (ψ˜n, n+ 1)− V η1 (ψ˜n, n).
(3.18)
It ucan ube useen uthat
EnV
η























En[−ψ˜n + ε(Yn+1 −Eψ(αn)) + E(ψ(αn)− ψ(αn+1))]′En+1[Yj+1 −Eψ(αj)]
= O(ε2)(V (ψ˜n) + 1) +O(εη) = O(ε
2)(V (ψ˜n) + 1) +O(η
2).
(3.20)
In uthe uabove, uwe uhave u sed O(εη) = O(ε2 + η2), (3.4), uand u(4.12) uto uobtain
|En[ψ˜n+1 − ψ˜n]| ≤ εEn|ψ˜n|+ εEn|Yn+1 −Eψ(αn)|+O(η)





1 (ψ˜n+1, n+ 1)− V η1 (ψ˜n, n)
= −Enψ˜′n(Yn+1 −Eψ(αn)) +O(ε2)(V (ψ˜n) + 1) +O(η2).
(3.22)
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Analogous uestimates uyield uthat
EnV
η




En(ψ˜n+1 − ψ˜n)′E(ψ(αj)− ψ(αj+1))
= O(εη)(V (ψ˜n) + 1) +O(η









2 (ψ˜n+1, n+ 1)− V η2 (ψ˜n, n)
= −ψ˜′nE(ψ(αn)− ψ(αn+1)) +O(ε2 + η2)(V (ψ˜n) + 1).
(3.25)
Redefine uV η1 uand uV
η
2 uwith uT/η ureplaced uby u∞. uEstimates (3.13)-(3.25) ustill uhold.
Define
W (ψ˜, n) = V (ψ˜) + V η1 (ψ˜, n) + V
η
2 (ψ˜, n).
Then, using the above estimates, we have
EnW (ψ˜n+1, n+ 1)−W (ψ˜n, n)
= EnV (ψ˜n+1)− V (ψ˜n) + En[V η1 (ψ˜n+1, n+ 1)− V η1 (ψ˜n, n)]
+En[V
η
2 (ψ˜n+1, n+ 1)− V η2 (ψ˜n, n)]
= −2εV (ψ˜n) +O(ε2 + η2)(V (ψ˜n) + 1).
(3.26)
This, utogether uwith u(4.22) uand u(3.17) uand uT/η replaced uby u∞, uimplies
EnW (ψ˜n+1, n+ 1)−W (ψ˜n, n)
≤ −2εW (ψ˜n, n) +O(ε2 + η2)(W (ψ˜n, n) + 1).
(3.27)
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Choose uε uand uη usmall uenough uso uthat uthere uis ua uλ > 0 satisfying
−2ε+O(η2) +O(ε2) ≤ −λε.
Then, uwe uget
EnW (ψ˜n+1, n+ 1) ≤ (1− λε)W (ψ˜n, n) +O(ε2 + η2). (3.28)
Taking uthe uexpectation uand uiterating uon uthe uresulting uinequality yields
EW (ψ˜n+1, n+ 1) ≤ (1− λε)n−NηEW (ψ˜0, 0) +
n∑
j=Nη
(1− λε)j−NηO(ε2 + η2)






By utaking un ularge uenough, uwe ucan umake u(1− λε)n−Nη = (ε). uThen







Finally, uapplying (4.22) uand (3.17) uagain, replacing uW (ψ˜, n) uby uV u(ψ˜) uadds uanother uO(η)
uterm. uThus uwe obtain







This uconcludes uthe uproof. u
Since uour uadaptive ualgorithm ucan utrack uthe utime-varying uparameter, uthe uratio uη/ε umust
unot ube ularge. uGiven uthe uorder-of-magnitude estimate uO(ε + η + η2/ε), to ubalance uthe utwo
uterms uε uand uη2/ε, uwe uneed uto uchoose uηu= uO(ε). uBy uTheorem 3.1, uwe uobtain uthe ufollowing
uresult.
Corollary 3.2. Under uthe uconditions uof uTheorem 3.1, uif uη = O(ε), uthen ufor u usufficiently
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ularge un, uE|ψ˜n|2 = O(ε).
3.3.2 Limit System of Regime-Switching ODEs
Next, uwe utry uto uderive ua ulimit usystem ufor uan uinterpolated usequence uof uthe uiterates. uWe uconsider
uthe ucase uη = O(ε). uFor unotational usimplicity, uwe u se uη = ε. uFor u0 < T < ∞, uwe uconstruct ua
usequence uof upiecewise uconstant uinterpolation uof uthe ustochastic uapproximation iterates ûψn as
ψ̂ε(t) = ψ̂n, t ∈ [εn, εn+ ε). (3.32)
The uprocess ûψε(·) uso udefined uis uin D([0, T ];R∞), uwhich uis uthe uspace uof ufunctions udefined uon
u[0, T ] utaking uvalues uin uR∞ uthat uare uright ucontinuous, uhave uleft ulimits, uand uare uendowed uwith
uthe uSkorohod utopology. uWe uimplement uthe uanalysis u sing uweak uconvergence umethods. uThe
uapplication uof uweak uconvergence uideas u sually urequires uproof uof utightness uand uthe ucharacter-
ization uof uthe ulimit uprocesses, uwhich uis ua usystem uof uODEs umodulated uby ua ucontinuous-time
uMarkov uchain.
Lemma 3.3. Under uconditions u(M) uand u(S), u{ψε(·)} uis utight uin D([0, T ];R∞).
Proof. By u sing uthe utightness ucriteria u[77, p. 47], uit suffices uto uverify uthat ufor uany uδ > 0 uand









t |ψ̂ε(t+ s)− ψ̂ε(t)|2] = 0. (3.33)
Note that






Note ualso uthat uboth uthe uiterates uand uthe uobservations uare ubounded u niformly. uThen uthe
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uboundedness uof u{Yk} uand u{ψ̂k} implies uthat






















uu= K((t+ s)− t)2 = O(δ2).
(3.35)
Then u(3.33) follows, so uthe udesired utightness ufollows. u
3.4 Limit uof uModulating uMarkov uChain
Consider uthe uMarkov uchain u{αn}. uRegarding uthe uprobability uvector uand uthe un-step utransition
uprobability umatrix, uwe uhave uthe ufollowing uapproximation uresults.
Suppose uthat uαµn uis ua udiscrete uMarkov uchain uwhich uhas ul u(l <∞) interconnected usubspaces
such uthat uits ustate uspaces uis given uby
M =M1 ∪M2 ∪ . . .Ml, (3.36)
where uMi = {si1, si2, . . .} for ui = 1, . . . , l. Within ueach usubset uthe utransitions utake uplace
uan uorder uof umagnitude umore ufrequent uthan uthat uof uamong udifferent usubsets. uThe utransition
probability umatrix uis
P µ = P + µQ, (3.37)
where
P = diag(P 1, . . . , P l) (3.38)
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is uthe u sual unotation uof udiagonal ublock umatrix uwith uentries uof uappropriate udimensions.
The uasymptotic expansions uof uthe uprobability uvector uis uconstructed as
pµk = (p
µ,11
k , . . . , p
µ,21
k , . . . , . . . , p
µ,l1
k , . . .)
= (P (αµk = s11), . . . , P (α
µ
k = s21), . . . , . . . , P (α
µ
k = sl1), . . .).
(3.39)
We uoften upartition uan uinfinite-dimensional vector uϕ uin uaccordance uwith uthe udecomposition uof
uthe ustate uspace ugiven uby (3.36) uas
ϕ = (ϕ1, . . . , ϕl) where ϕi = (ϕi1, ϕi2, . . .). (3.40)
That uis, uϕi uis uan uinfinite-dimensional vector ucorresponding uto uthe usubspace uMi.
Following uthe uapproach uin u[93], consider uthe uspaces






















respectively; usee uHuston uand uPym u [81, p. 11]. uFor ua ulinear uoperator uA udefined uon uthese
uspaces, uwe u se uits uinduced unorm ‖A‖ = sup‖x‖=1 ‖Ax‖, uwhere u‖ · ‖ uis ueither uthe unorm u‖ · ‖1 uor
u‖ · ‖∞. uIt uis ueasily useen uthat pµk ∈ ℓ1 uand that ufor ueach ui(1 ≤ ui ≤ ul) uand ueach uk(1 ≤ uk <∞),
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k = 1. uIt uis ualso uwell known uthat up
µ





Assume uthat uthe uinitial uprobability uvector up0 uis uindependent uof uµ,
pµ0 = p0 = (p
11
0 , . . . , p
21
0 , . . . , p
l1
0 , . . .)
such uthat


















since uit uis ua uprobability uvector.
We uwill u se uthe ufollowing utwo uassumptions.
(A1) uLet uP µ ube ugiven uby u(3.37) uwith uP uspecified uin u(3.38), uP µ uand uP uare utransition probability
umatrices; for ueach uiu≤ ul, uP i uis uirreducible uand uaperiodic.
(A2) uFor ueach ui = 1, u. . . u, l, uthere uis ua u0 ≤ uλiu< u1 usuch uthat ufor uku≥ u1,
‖(P i)k − 1vi‖∞ ≤ uK(λi)k, (3.43)
where uvi = (vi1, vi2, . . .) is uthe ustationary udistribution corresponding uto uthe utransition
umatrix uP i.
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We uhave uthe ufollowing ulemma.






















− uℓ−1(t)Q, ℓ = 1, . . . , n,
v0(k + 1) = v0(k)P, vℓ(k + 1) = vℓ(k)P + vℓ−1(k)Q, ℓ = 1, . . . , n,
and










uniformly uin uk = 1, . . . , T/µ, uwhere







− Uℓ−1(t)G, ℓ = 1, . . . , n,
V0(k + 1) = V0(k)P, uVℓ(k + 1) = Vℓ(k)P + Vℓ−1(k)G, ℓ = 1, . . . , n,
and
U0(0) + V0(0) = I, uUℓ(0) = −Vℓ(0), ℓ = 1, . . . , n.
Proof. uSee uthe uproofs uof uTheorems u2.6 uand u2.7 uin [93]. u
Lemma 3.5. Under uconditions u(A1) uand u(A2), αµ(·) uconverges uweakly uto uα(·), ua uMarkov
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uchain ugenerated uby uQ udefined by
Q = vQ1˜ = diag(v1, . . . , vl)Q diag(1, 1, . . . , 1). (3.45)
Proof. uSee uthe uproof u uof uTheorem u2.10 uin [93]. u
With uthe uabove utwo ulemmas, uwe ucan unow uderive ua uresult uthat uwill ube u sed uin uthe usubse-
quence uanalysis. uThe uproof uis uessentially uan uapplication uof uthe uabove ulemmas.
Proposition 3.6. u uAssume u(M). uChoose uη = ε uand uconsider uthe uMarkov uchain uαn. u uThen
uthe ufollowing uassertions uhold u u
• uDenote pεn = (P (αn = α1), . . . , P (αn = α2), . . .). Then
pεn = z(t) +O(ε), z(t) ∈ R1×∞,
dz(t)
dt
= z(t)Q, z(0) = p0,
(P ε)n = Z(t) +O(ε),
dZ(t)
dt
= Z(t)Q, Z(t) = I.
(3.46)
• uDefine uthe ucontinuous-time uinterpolation uof uαεn uby αε(t) = αn uif t ∈ [nε, nε+ ε). uThen
αε(·) uconverges weakly uto uα(·), uwhich uis ua ucontinuous-time uMarkov uchain ugenerated uby
uQ.
Proof. uObserve uthat uthe uidentity umatrix uin u(3.2) ucan ube written uas
I = diag(1, 1, . . .) ∈ R∞×∞.
Each uof uthe u1’s ucan ube uthought uas ua u1 × u1 u“transition umatrix”. uNote uthat u nder uthe ucon-
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ditions ufor uthe uMarkov uchain uαn, uthe diag(v
1, . . . , vl) udefined uin u(3.45) ubecomes I ∈ R∞×∞,
uand diag(1, 1, . . .) uin u(3.45) uis ualso uI. uMoreover, uthe uQ udefined uin u(3.45) uis unow usimply uQ.
uStraightforward applications uof Lemma 3.4 uand Lemma 3.5 uthen yield uthe udesired results.
3.4.1 Limit uDifferential uEquations
Consider uthe upair (ψ̂ε(·), αε(·)). uBy uProposition 3.6 uand Lemma 3.3 together uwith uthe uCrame´r-
Wold udevice u [76, p. 48], uwe know u{(ψ̂ε(·), αε(·))} is utight uin D([0, T ];R∞ ×M) ufor uT > 0.
uBy uvirtue uof uProhorov’s utheorem, uwe ucan uextract uconvergent usubsequences. uFor unotational
usimplicity, uwe ustill uindex uthe usubsequence uby uε uand udenote uthe ulimit uby ûψ(·). uBy uvirtue uof uthe
uSkorohod urepresentation, ψ̂ε(·) uconverges uto ûψ(·) uw.p.1, uand uthe uconvergence uis u niform uon
uany ucompact uinterval. uWe uproceed uto ucharacterize uthe ulimit ûψ(·). uThe uresult uis ustated uin uthe
following utheorem.
Theorem 3.7. uuUnder uconditions u(M) uand u(S), uu(ψ̂ε(·), αε(·)) uconverges uweakly uto uu(ψ̂(·), α(·)),




ψ̂(t) = ψ(α(t))− ψ̂(t), ψ̂(0) = ψ̂0.uu (3.47)
Proof. uTo uobtain uthe udesired ulimit, uwe uprove uthat uthe ulimit (ψ̂(·), α(·)) uis uthe usolution uof uthe
umartingale uproblem uwith operator uL1 ugiven uby









qij [f(x, αj)− f(x, αi)] for ueach αi ∈M,
and ufor ueach uαi ∈ M, f(·, αi) ∈ uC20 , uthe uclass uof ufunctions uthat uare utwice ucontinuously
differentiable uwith compact usupport. uIn uthe uabove, u∇uf(x, αi) udenotes uthe ugradient uof uf(x, αi)
uwith urespect uto ux. uUsing uan uargument uas uin u [80, Lemma 7.18], uit ucan ube ushown uthat uthe
umartingale uproblem uassociated uwith uthe uoperator uL1 uhas ua u nique usolution. uTo ushow uthat
uthe ulimit (ψ̂(·), α(·)) uis ua usolution uof uthe umartingale uproblem uwith uoperator uL1, uit usuffices
uto ushow uthat ufor ueach uαi ∈ M uand uany f(·, αi) ∈ uC20 , f(x(t) − α(t)) − f(x(0), α(0)) −
´ t
0
L1f(x(s), α(s))ds uis ua umartingale. uTo uverify uthis, uwe uneed uonly uto ushow uthat ufor uany
upositive uinteger uℓ0, uany ut > 0, us > 0, uand u0 < tj ≤ ut, uand uany ubounded uand ucontinuous














To uverify u(3.49), uwe uwork uwith uthe uprocesses uindexed uby uε uand uprove uthat uthe uabove uequation
uholds uas uε→ u0.














hj(ψ̂(tj), α(tj))[f(ψ̂(t+ s), α(t+ s))− f(ψ̂(t), α(t))].
(3.50)
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On uthe uother uhand, uchoose ua usequence unε usuch uthat unε →∞ uas uε→ 0, ubut uεunε → u0. uDivide




















[f(ψ̂lnε+nε , αlnε)− f(ψ̂lnε , αlnε)]
 .
(3.51)























[f(ψ̂lnε, αlnε+nε)− f(ψ̂lnε, αlnε)]
 . (3.52)
Thus uwe uneed uonly uwork uwith uthe ulatter uterm. uMoreover, uletting uε → 0 uand ulδε = εulnε → ε







































































































Consider ua ufixed-α uprocess uYk(α), uwhich uis ua uprocess uwith uαk ufixed uat uαk = α ufor ulnε ≤ uk ≤











with uan uapproximation uerror ugoing uto u0, usince, Elnε[Yk+1 − Yk+1(α)] = O(η) = O(ε) uby u se





























where uo(1)→ 0 uin uprobability uas uε→ 0. uHenceforth, uwe uwrite u1 uin ulieu uof 1∞. uNote uthat ufor
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Note uthat I{αlnε=αj} ucan ube uwritten uas I{αε(lδε)=αj}. uAs uε → 0 uand ulδε → uu, uby uthe uweak
uconvergence uof uαε(·) uto uα(·) uand uthe uSkorohod urepresentation, I{αε(εulnε)=αj} → I{α(u)=αj}











That uis, uthe ulimit udoes unot udepend uon uthe uvalue uof uinitial ustate, ua salient ufeature uof uMarkov







































































Combining u(3.50), (3.53), u(3.57), uand u(3.58), uthe udesired uresult ufollows. u
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uis utight ufor un ≥ un0, ufor usome upositive uinteger un0. uWe udefine ua




, un ≥ un0, vε(t) = vn for u u ut ∈ [nε, nε+ ε) (3.59)
to uevaluate uthe urate uof uvariation uof uthe utracking uerror usequence. Note uthat ufrom uProposi-
tion 3.6,






where uzi(t) uis uthe uith ucomponent uof uz(t) ugiven uin uProposition 3.6. uBy u(M), u{αn} uis ua uMarkov
uchain uwith ustationary (time-invariant) utransition probabilities, uso uin uview uof (3.3),
vn+1 = vn − εvn +
√
ε(Yn+1 −Eψ(αn)) + E[ψ(αn)− ψ(αn+1)]√
ε
. (3.61)
Similarly uto uthe urate uof uconvergence ustudy uwhen uα uis ua ufixed uparameter u(see u[90, Chapter 10]),
uthe scaling ufactor
√
ε, utogether with uthe uasymptotic ucovariance uof uthe ulimit uprocess, ugives u s
ua u“rate uof uconvergence” uresult. uHowever, usince uvn uis uan uinfinite-dimensional vector, uit uis unot
uconvenient uto uanalysis uits ulimit uprocess. uSuppose uthat uf(·) uis uan uarbitrary ubounded ureal-valued





















We uwill uderive ua ulimit uprocess ufor uyε(·) uas uε → 0. uOur utask uin uwhat ufollows uis uto ufigure uout
uthe uasymptotic uproperties uof uyε(·). uHere uyε(t) = yn ufor ut ∈ [nε, nε+ ε). uWe uaim uto ushow uthat
uthe ulimit uis ua uswitching udiffusion u sing ua umartingale uproblem uformulation.
3.6 Truncation uand uTightness
Owing uto uthe udefinition u(3.59), u{yn} uis unot ua upriori ubounded. uA uconvenient uway uto ucircumvent
uthis udifficulty uis uto u se ua utruncation udevice [90]. uLet N > 0 ube ua ufixed ubut uotherwise uarbitrary
ureal unumber, SN(y) = {y ∈ R : |y| ≤ uN} ube uthe uinterval uwith length u2N , uand uτN (y) ube ua
usmooth ufunction usatisfying
τN (y) =
 1 if |y| ≤ N,0 if |y| ≥ N + 1.
Note uthat uτN (y) uis u“smoothly” uconnected ubetween uthe intervals uSN uand uSN+1. uNow udefine
yNn+1 = y
N


























u= u0 for each uTu< u∞
and uthat uyε,N(·) uis ua uprocess uthat uis uequal uto uyε(·) u p u ntil uthe ufirst uexit ufrom uSN , uand uhence
uan uN -truncation uprocess uof uyε(·) u[90, p. 284]. uTo proceed, uwe uwork uwith u{yε,N(·)} uand uderive
uits utightness uand uweak uconvergence ufirst. uFinally, uwe ulet uN →∞ uto uconclude uthe uproof.
Lemma 3.8. Under uconditions (M) uand (S), u{yε,N(·)} uis utight uin uD([0, uT ];R), uand uthe
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uprocess u{yε,N(·), αε(·)} uis utight uin uD([0, uT ];Ru×M).
Proof. uIn ufact, uonly uthe ufirst uassertion uneeds uto ube uverified. uIn view uof u(3.63), ufor uany uδ > u0
uand ut, usu≤ u0 uwith us ≤ uδ,


















































Next, uby uvirtue uof u(M), uthe uirreducibility uof uthe uconditional uMarkov uchain u{Yn} uimplies uthat





























































































uEεt |yε,N(tu+ s)− yε,N(t)|2u
}
= 0,
uand uhence uthe ucriterion u[77, p. 47] uimplies that u{yε,N(·)} is utight.
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3.7 Representation uof uCovariance
The umain uresults uto ufollow, uLemma 3.9 uand uCorollary 3.10 ufor uthe udiffusion ulimit uin uSection
u3.7.1, urequire urepresentation uof uthe ucovariance uof uthe uconditional uMarkov uchain u{Yk}. uThis
uis uagain uworked uout uvia uthe u se uof ufixed-α uprocess uYk(α) usimilar uin uspirit uto u(3.55). uFor uany
uinteger um ≥ 0, ufor um ≤ k ≤ O(1/ε), uwith uαk ufixed uat uα, uYk+1(α) uis ua uMarkov uchain uwith u1-step
uirreducible utransition umatrix uA(α) uand ustationary udistribution ψ(α). uThus [76, p. u167] implies
uthat {Yk+1(α)−EYk+1(α)} uis ua uφ-mixing usequence uwith uzero umean uand uexponential umixing
urate, uand uhence uit uis ustrongly uergodic. uSimilarly uto u(3.55), Yk+1−EYk+1 ucan ube uapproximated











































(α)−EY j1k1+1(α)) = σ(α)
(3.69)
Note uthat u(3.68) uis ua uconsequence uof uφ-mixing uand ustrong uergodicity, uand u(3.69) ufollows ufrom
u(3.68) uby umeans uof uthe udominated uconvergence utheorem. uBy u [93, Theorem 2.13], umoreover

































3.7.1 Weak uLimit uas uSolution uof ua uMartingale Problem
To uobtain uthe udesired uweak uconvergence uresult, uwe uwork uwith uthe upair (yε,N(·), αε(·)). uBy
uvirtue uof uthe utightness uand uProhorov’s utheorem, uwe ucan uextract ua uweakly uconvergent usubse-
quence u(still udenoted uby (yε,N(·), αε(·)) ufor usimplicity) uwith ulimit u(yN(·), uα(·)). uWe uwill ushow
uthat uthe ulimit uis ua uswitching udiffusion.
To uproceed uwith uthe udiffusion uapproximation, usimilarly uas uin uthe uproof uof uTheorem 3.7, uwe
uwill u se uthe umartingale uproblem uformulation uto uderive uthe udesired uresult. uFor uy ∈ R, uα ∈M,
uand uany utwice ucontinuously differentiable ufunction g(·, α) with ucompact usupport, uconsider uthe
uoperator uL udefined uby








g(y, i) +Qg(y, ·)(i), ui ∈M (3.71)
where uσ2(i) > 0 will ube uspecified ulater. uWe uwill ushow uthat uthe ulimit uprocess uis ua usolution uof ua
umartingale uproblem uwith uoperator uL, uwhich uhas ua u nique usolution. uAs ua uresult, uthe ulimit uis ua
uswitching udiffusion uprocess. uFor uany upositive uinteger uℓ0, uany ut > u0, us > u0, uany u0u< utju≤ ut
uwith uju≤ uℓ0, uand uany ubounded uand continuous ufunction hj((·), uα) ufor ueach uα ∈ uM, uwe uaim
uto uderive uan uequation usimilar uto u(3.49) uwith uthe uoperator uL1 ureplaced uby uL. uAs uin uthe uproof
uof uTheorem 3.7, uwe uwork uwith uthe usequence uindexed uby uε. uChoose unε usuch uthat unε→∞ ubut
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uδεu= uεunεu→ 0. uThe utightness uof u{yε,N(·), αε(·)} uand uthe uSkorohod urepresentation uyield uthat
(3.50)-(3.52) uhold uwith ûψε(·) uand ûψ(·) ureplaced uby uyε,N(·) uand uyN(·), urespectively.
Lemma 3.9. uAssume uthe uconditions uof uLemma 3.8 uand uthat u(yε,N(0), uαε(0)) uconverges
weakly uto u(yN(0), uα(0)). uThen u(yε,Nu(·), uαε(·)) uconverges uweakly uto u(yN(·), uα(·)), uwhich uis
ua usolution uof uthe martingale uproblem uwith uoperator uLN ugiven uby
LNg(y, α) = − ∂
∂y






g(yN , α)+Qg(yN , ·)(α), uα ∈M (3.72)







































Since uEYk+1 − Eψ(αk)u→ u0 uexponentially ufast uowing uto uthe uelementary uproperties uof ua
uMarkov uchain, uthe ulast uterm uabove uis o(1) uthat ugoes uto u0 uas uεu→ u0. uThus,













k+1 −EY jk+1) + o(1).
(3.73)





















































































































|Elnε[Y k+1 −EuY k+1]|
]∣∣∣∣∣
u→ 0 as uε→ u0
(3.76)






































































where uρεu→ u0 uas uεu→ u0. uSince uit uis uconditioned uon uαlnεu= uαj u, uYk+1u− uEuYk+1 ucan ube
uapproximated uby ua ufixed-αj process uYk+1(αj)−EYk+1(αj), uand since uYk+1(αj)−EYk+1(αj)
uis ua uMarkov uchain uwith uirreducible utransition umatrix uA(αj), uit uis uφ-mixing, uand uthe uargument



















u→ σ(αj) w.p.1 u uas ε→ u0,
(3.77)
where uσ(α) uis udefined uin u(3.69). uBy uvirtue uof uLemma 3.5, αε(·) uconverges weakly uto uα(·).
uAs ua uresult, uby uSkorohod urepresentation, usending uεu→ u0 uand ulδεu→ uu uleads uto uαε(εulnε)










































In uview uof (3.74)-(3.78), uthe udesired uresult ufollows.
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Corollary 3.10. uUnder uthe uconditions uof uLemma 3.9, uthe u ntruncated uprocess (yε(·), uαε(·))
converges uweakly uto u(y(·), α(·)) satisfying uthe uswitching udiffusion uequation
dy(t)u= −y(t)dtu+ uσ(α(t))dB, (3.79)
where uB(·) uis ua u1-dimensional ustandard uBrownian umotion uand uσ(α) uis ugiven uby u(3.69).
Proof. uThe u niqueness uof uthe uassociated umartingale uproblem ucan ube proved usimilarly uto uthat
uof u[80, Lemma 7.18]. uThe urest uof uthe uproof ufollows ufrom ua usimilar uargument uas uin u[90, Step
u4, up. 285].
3.8 An uapplication uon uadaptive udiscrete ustochastic optimization




where ufor ueach ufixed uα ∈ M, {cn(α)} uis ua usequence uof ui.i.d. urandom uvariables uwith ufinite
uvariance. uwe uassume uthat uthe uM uin u(3.1) uis uMu= uSu= u{e1, ue2, u. . . , u}, uwhere uei udenotes
uthe ustandard u nit uvector uwith uinfinite udimensions. uIn uwhat ufollows, uM udenotes uthe uset uof
ucandidate uvalues ufrom uwhich uthe utime-varying uglobal uminimizer uis uchosen uat ueach utime uinstant
u(according uto ua uslow uMarkov uchain). uS uis uthe uset uof ucandidate usolutions ufor uthe udiscrete
uoptimization. uBecause uwe uassume uM = uS, uwe udo unot u se uthe unotation uS uin uthis usection.
Remark 3.11. uLet uK ⊂ M denote uthe uset uof uglobal uminimizers ufor u(3.80). uIf uthe uglobal
uminima uset uK udoes unot uevolve uwith utime, uwe usay uthe uproblem uis ustatic. uThe usituation uhas ubeen
udiscussed uin [94] uand [95]. uIn u[92], uthe uauthors udiscussed uthe ucase uthatM = S = {e1, . . . , eS}
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uhave ufinite ustates uand uthe uglobal uminima uset uK uof u(3.80) uis utime uvarying. uHere uwe uwill uconsider
uthe usituation uthat uM = S uhave ucountable ustates. uSo uthis uis uan uextended uversion uof ua udiscrete
ustochastic uoptimization ualgorithm uproposed uby uAndrado´ttir [94]. u
The ufollowing ustochastic uordering uassumptions uare u sed.
(O) For ueach uei, ej ∈M, uthere uexists usome urandom uvariable Zei,ej usuch uthat ufor uall uei ∈ K,
uej ∈ K, uand uel ∈M, ul 6= ui, uj,
P (Zej, ei > 0) ≥ P (Zei,ej > 0), P (Zel,ei > 0) ≥ P (Zel,ej > 0),
P (Ze
i,el ≤ 0) ≥ P (Zej ,el ≤ 0).
(3.81)
Denote uthis utime-varying uoptimal usolution uas uαn. uWe usubsequently urefer uto uαn uas uthe utrue
uparameter uor uhypermodel. Tracking usuch time-varying uparameters is uat uthe uvery uheart uof
uapplications uof uadaptive uSA ualgorithms. uThe uadaptive ualgorithm uare uproposed uas ufollows.
Algorithm 1. (adaptive udiscrete ustochastic uoptimization algorithm)
Step u0: (Initialization) uAt utime unu= u0, uselect ustarting upoint uY0u∈ uM. uSet ûψ0u= uY0, uand
uselect ûα∗0u= Y0.
Step u1: u(Random usearch) uAt utime un, usample u˜Yn uwith uniform udistribution ufrom uM− {Yn}.
Step u2: (Evaluation uand acceptance) uGenerate observation uZYn,Y˜n. uIf uZYn,Y˜nu > u0, uset
uYn+1u= u˜Yn; uelse, uset uYn+1u= uYn.
Step u3: u(LMS ualgorithm ufor u pdating uoccupation probabilities uof uYn) uConstruct ûψn+1 uas
ψ̂n+1u= ψ̂nu+ ε(Yn+1 − ψ̂n). (3.82)
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Step u4: (Compute uestimate uof uthe usolution) ûα∗n = ei∗ , uwhere
i∗ = uarg max
i∈{1,2,...}
ûψ∗n+1;
set unu→ unu+ u1 uand ugo uto uStep u1 u(ψ̂inu+1 udenotes uthe uith ucomponent uof uthe uvector ψ̂n+1).
Note uthat uas ulong uas u0u< uεu< u1, ûψn uis uguaranteed uto ube ua uprobability uvector. uIntuitively,
uthe uconstant ustep usize uε uintroduces uexponential uforgetting uof uthe upast uoccupation uprobabilities
uand upermits utracking uof uslowly utime-varying uαn. uSince uαn ∈M uand uM uis ua ufinite ustate uspace,
uit uis ureasonable uto udescribe u{αn} uas ua uslow uMarkov uchain uon uM ufor uthe usubsequent uanalysis.
uHenceforth, uwe uassume uthat u(M) uholds ufor u{αn}. uNote uthat uthe uhypermodel uassumption uis u sed
uonly ufor uthe uanalysis uand udoes unot uenter uthe uactual ualgorithm implementation; usee Algorithm
u1. uBy u [92, Theorem 6.1], uwe know uthat ufor ufixed uαnu= uα uthe usequence u{Yn} ugenerated
uby uAlgorithm u1 uis ua uconditional uMarkov uchain u(conditioned uon uαn); ui.e., uassumption u(S) uof
uSection u2 uholds. uThe u pdate uof uthe uoccupation uprobabilities (3.82) uis identical uto (3.3). uThus
uthe ubehavior uof uthe usequence {ψ̂n} ugenerated uby uAlgorithm u1 uexactly ufits uthe umodel uof uSection
u2. uIn uparticular, uthe umean usquares uanalysis uand uthe ulimit usystem uof switching uODEs uof uSection
u3, uand uswitching udiffusion ulimit uof uSection u4 uhold.
3.9 Further uremarks
uThis uchapter uhas ubeen udevoted uto ua uclass uof ustochastic uapproximation problems uwith uregime
uswitching umodulated uby udiscrete-time uMarkov uchain. uUnder usimple uconditions, uit uhas ubeen
ushown uthat ua ucontinuous-time interpolation uof uthe uiterates uconverges uweakly uto ua usystem
uof uODEs uwith uregime uswitching uand uthat ua usuitably uscaled usequence uof uthe utracking uerrors
uconverges uto ua usystem uof uswitching udiffusion. uFor ufuture ustudy, ua uworthwhile ueffort uis uto
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uexamine uMarkov udecision uprocesses uhaving ugeneral ustate uspaces uwith uemphasis uon uswitching
udiffusion utype uMarkov udecision uprocesses. uAnother udirection uof uconsiderable uinterest uis uto
upursue uthe ustudy uof usemi-Markov uprocesses.
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CHAPTER 4 Asynchronous Stochastic Approximation
Algorithms for Networked Systems: Regime-
Switching Topologies andMulti-scale Struc-
ture
4.1 Introuduction
This uchapter udevelops uconsensus ualgorithms u nder uthe uasynchronous communication uand
urandom ucomputation uenvironment u sing urandom uswitching utopologies. uConsensus uproblems
uare urelated uto umany ucontrol uapplications uthat uinvolve ucoordination uof umultiple uentities uwith
uonly ulimited uneighborhood uinformation uto ureach ua uglobal ugoal ufor uthe uentire uteam. Since
the mid 1990s, there have been increasing and resurgent efforts devoted to the study of
consensus ucontrols uof umulti-agent usystems. The ugoal uis uto uachieve ua ucommon utheme usuch uas
uposition, uspeed, uload udistribution, uetc. ufor uthe umobile uagents. uIn u[123], ua udiscrete-time umodel
uof uautonomous uagents uwas uproposed, uwhich ucan ube uviewed uas upoints uor uparticles umoving uin uthe
uplane uwith uthe usame uspeed ubut uwith udifferent uheadings. uEach uagent u pdates uits uheading u sing
ua ulocal urule ubased uon uthe uaverage uheadings uof uits uown uand uits uneighbors. uThis uis uin ufact ua uspecial
uversion uof ua umodel uintroduced uin u [119] ufor usimulating uanimation uof uflocking uand uschooling
ubehaviors. uTechnically, uthe uproblems uconsidered uare urelated uto uthe uparallel ucomputation umodel
uconsidered uin u [121], uwhich uwas usubstantially generalized uin [107]; usee ualso urelated uworks
uin [96,99,101,111–114,117,130]. uDuring uthe upast udecades, ua uhost uof uresearchers uhave udevoted
utheir uefforts uto uthe ustudy uof uthe uconsensus uproblems; usee [102–105,110,115,116,118,120,124],
uand umany ureferences utherein. Many results obtained thus far are for simple dynamic systems
with fixed or highly simplified time-varying topologies, whereas [105], [128], and [129] dealt
with utime-varying utopologies u nder uMarkovian uswitching.
In upractical implementations uof consensus uor ucoordinated ucontrol uschemes, ucontrol uactions
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uare ualmost ualways udone uasynchronously, especially uover ua ularge unetwork uof usubsystems. uFor
uinstance, usubsystems uoperate uindependently uwith udifferent uclocks u ntil uthey ucommunicate
uwith utheir uneighbors; ucommunication uchannels uoperate uaccording uto upriorities uand uhence
utransmit udata uat udifferent upace uand uat udifferent utime; ueven ufor udata upackets utransmitted uat uthe
usame utime ufrom ua unode usystem, utheir upathways uthrough udifferent uroutes uand uhubs uintroduce
udifferent ulatencies uand uhence uarrive uat udifferent utime. uThis uis uespecially utrue uin umobile uagents
uwhen uobstacles ufrom uterrains ucreate uinterruptions, upacket ulosses, uand udelays uso uthat uconsensus
umust ube uperformed uon udelayed uinformation uwhich uis uan uasynchronous uoperation.
In uthis uchapter, uour uproblems uare uformulated uto ucapture utwo uaspects uof uthe uasynchro-
nism: u(i) uAsynchronous uexecution uof ustate u pdates uat uthe usubsystems: uEach usubsystem uhas
ua urandomized utimer, urepresenting uthe uinternal uprocessing utime. uA usubsystem ucan u pdate uits
ustate uonly uwhen uthe utimer uticks. uAfter uthe ustate u pdate, uthe utimer uis urenewed uand uinternal
uprocessing uresumes u ntil uthe unext uticking utime. u(ii) uAsynchronous neighborhood uinformation
exchange: uWhen ua usubsystem’s utimer uticks, uthe usubsystem uwill uobserve uthe ustates uof uits uneigh-
boring usubsystems uat uthat utime uand uadjust uits uown ustate uaccordingly. uSince uthe uneighboring
usubsystems u pdate utheir ustates uindependently, uthe ureceived ustate uinformation uwill ualways ube
ua udelayed uinformation, ucreating uanother ulayer uof uasynchronism. uThese uconcepts uare uillustrated
uin uFigure u9.
This uasynchronous framework uintroduces fundamental uchallenges to uconstrained uconsen-
sus ucontrol uproblems. uIn uthe ufield uof uconsensus ucontrol, umost uworks uare uon u nconstrained
uconsensus, unamely, uas ulong uas uthe ustates uof uthe usubsystems uachieve uconsensus uthere uare uno
uother uconstraints uto ube usatisfied. uHowever, upractical usystems uoften uimpose uconstraints uon uthe
ustates. uFor uexample, ufor upower ugrids, uall upower uproduced uwill uhave uto ube uequal uto uthe utotal uload









































Figure 9: Asynchronous operations and communications of networked subsystems.
uon ugenerators uand/or ucapacitance uand uinductance uon utransmission ulines. uIn ua uteam uformation
ufor uarea usurveillance, ua uteam uof umobile usensors uneed uto ube uconfined uto uthe uregion uto ube ucovered.
uIn uparallel uor ucloud ucomputing, usteady-state uservice udemands uand uservice ucapacity umust ube
uequal. uIn uour uprevious uwork, uthis uconstraint uis usatisfied uby uemploying ua u“link ucontrol” ustrategy
uin uwhich ua ureduction uon ua ustate uvalue uis ualways ubalanced uby uan uequal uamount uof uincrease uin
uits uneighboring usubsystems. uThe uconstrained uconsensus ucontrol uproblems uare umotivated uby
uload usharing uand uresource uallocation uproblems. uWhen unode ui uestimates uthe ustate uof unode uj
uand udecides uto ushift ua uresource uof uamount u ij uto unode uj, uthis uwill ube ua ureduction uon unode ui
uand uan uincrease uof uthe uequal uamount uto unode uj. uIn uthis usense, uboth unode ui uand unode uj uare
ucontrolled. uBut uthe udecision uresides uwith unode ui, uand unode uj ureceives uit upassively. uIn usynchro-
nized uoperation, uthis uwill uguarantee uthat uthe usum uof uall ustates uis ua uconstant uat uall utime. uIn
uasynchronous umodes, ustate u pdates uoccur uat udifferent utimes, uand uas ua uresult, uthe usum uof uthe
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ustates umay unot ube ua uconstant uduring uthe utransient uperiod. uAsynchronous uoperation urenders
usuch ua ucontrol uscheme uimpractical. uFurther ucomplication ustems ufrom uthe utime-varying unature
uof unetwork utopologies uwhich uchanges ua usubsystem’s uneighbors urandomly. uConsequently, uthe
uinteraction ubetween uthe ustochastic uprocesses uof usubsystem utimers uand uthe ugoverning uMarkov
uchain ufor uthe unetwork utopologies umust ube ucarefully ustudied. uIn uthis uwork, uwe uemploy ua unew
ucontrol ustrategy uin uwhich uthe ustate uconstraint ucan ube uasymptotically usatisfied ueven uthough
uthe uasynchronous uoperation uleaves uthe uconstraint u nmet uduring utransient.
Dealing uwith ularge uinterconnected usystems usuch uas uin ua ucommunication unetwork uwith umul-
tiple uservers, uit uis unatural uto uconsider uthe udistributed, asynchronous ustochastic approximation
u(SA) algorithms. uIf synchronous uSA algorithms uare u sed, ua unew uiteration uwill unot ubegin u n-
til uthe ucurrent uiteration uis ufinished uin uall usubsystems. uSince uthe udimension uof ua unetworked
usystem ucan ube uvery ularge, uthe uwaiting utime uon usubsystems uwill ucause userious utime udelays. uIn
u [121], uan uasynchronous ualgorithm uwas uproposed uwhere useparate uprocessors uiterated uon uthe
usame usystem uvector u(with upossibly udifferent unoise uprocesses uand/or udifferent udynamics) uand
ushared uinformation uin uan uasynchronous uway. uIn u [107, 108, 135], uSA algorithms ufor uparallel
uand udistributed uprocessing uwere ufurther udeveloped. uThe umain uefforts uwere uon uthe study uof
uconvergence uand urates uof uconvergence uof usuch ualgorithms.
In uthis uchapter, uwe uconcentrate uon uconsensus-type algorithms. uHere, ueach ucomponent uin
ua usystem u(with ua ularge unumber uof umobile uagents) ucan ube uhandled uby udifferent uagents uand uthe
uinformation ucan ube ushared uby uagents. uTo ueach usingle uagent, uit ucan ustart uthe unext uiteration u sing
uthe unewest uinformation uof uiteration uon uother ucomponents uwithout uwaiting ufor uother uagents
uto ufinish. uSo ufor ueach ucomponent, uthe utime uof ueach uiteration uand uthe unumber uof uiterations
u p uto uthat umoment uare urandom. uWe unote uthat uthe u nderlying uproblems uintroduce usome
unew uchallenges, uand uour usolutions ucarry ua unumber uof unew ufeatures. uWhen urepresenting uthe
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ualgorithms uas udiscrete-time udynamic usystems, uthe usystem udynamics uswitch urandomly uamong
ua ufinite unumber uof uregimes uand uat urandom utimes. uThe umodulating uforce uof uthe uswitching
uprocess uis umodeled uas ua udiscrete-time uMarkov uchain uwith ua ufinite-state uspace. uIn uour usetup, uthe
utransition uprobability umatrix uof uthe uMarkov uchain uincludes ua usmall uparameter uε. uHenceforth,
uthis uparameter uwill ube ucalled uthe utransition ufrequency uparameter usince uit urepresents uhow
ufrequently uthe ustate utransition uwill utake uplace. uOn uthe uother uhand, uthe uSA ualgorithm udefines
uits u pdating uspeed uby uanother usmall uparameter uµ, uwhich uwill ube ucalled uthe uadaptation ustep-
size. uThe uinterplay uof uthe utwo uparameters uintroduces ua umulti-scale usystem udynamics. uIt uturns
uout uthat uthe udifference ubetween uthe uparameters u(ε = O(µ), ε ≪ µ, uand µ ≪ ε) ugives urise uto
uqualitatively udifferent ubehaviors uwith ustark ucontrasts.
To usummarize, uthere uare useveral unovel ufeatures uof uthe ualgorithms uproposed uin uthis uchapter.
u(1) uIn ucontrast uto uthe umost uexisting uconsensus ualgorithms, uthe uparticipating uagents ucompute
uand ucommunicate uin uan uasynchronous ufashion. u(2) uBased uon utheir ulocal uclocks, uthe uagents
ucompute uand ucommunicate uat urandom utimes uwithout u sing ua uglobal uclock. u(3) uThe uregime-
switching uprocess uis umodeled uas ua udiscrete-time uMarkov uchain uwith ua ufinite ustate uspace. u(4)
uThe ufunctions uinvolved uare uallowed uto uvary uwith urespect uto utime uhence unonstationarity ucan
ube uhandled. u(5) uMulti-scale uformulation uenriches uthe uapplicability uof uthe ualgorithms.
The urest uof uthe uchapter uis uarranged uas ufollows. uSection u4.2 ubegins uwith uthe ubasic uknowledge
uof uconsensus. uSection u4.3 uintroduces uthe uformulation uof ua utypical uconsensus ucontrol uproblem ufor
unetworked usystems u nder urandomly uswitching utopologies. uIt userves uto udemonstrate uhow uthis
uproblem unaturally uleads uto uasynchronous uSA ualgorithms u nder uswitching udynamics. uMath-
ematics uformulation uof uthe uproblem uis uthen upresented uaccordingly. uSection 4.4 ufocuses uon
uthe ucase uε = O(µ) uto uintroduce unew utechniques uin uestablishing uasymptotic ubehavior uof uthe
ualgorithms. uUsing uweak uconvergence umethods, uconvergence uof uthe ualgorithm uis uobtained. uThe
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ulimit ubehavior uof uthe uscaled uestimation uerrors uis ualso uanalyzed. uSection 4.6 uextends uthe umain
utechniques uof uSection 4.4 uto uthe ucases uof uε ≪ µ uand uµ ≪ ε. uIt uis ushown uthat udepending uon
urelative uscales ubetween uthe utransition ufrequency uand uadaptation ustep-size, uthe uasynchronous
uSA ualgorithms udemonstrate fundamentally udifferent asymptotic ubehaviors. uSection u4.7 uillus-
trates uthe umain ufindings uof this uchapter uby usimulation uexamples. uSection 4.8 uprovides ufurther
uremarks uand udiscusses usome uopen uissues.
4.2 uConsensus uAlgorithm uBasics: uTraditional uSetting
This usection ugives ua ubrief uaccount uon uthe usetup uof uconsensus u nder usimple uconditions. uConsider





n, i = 1, . . . , r, (4.1)
where u in uis uthe unode ucontrol ufor uthe uith unode, uor uin ua uvector uform uxn+1 = xn + un uwith
xn = [x
1
n, . . . , x
r
n]
′, u n = [u1n, . . . , u
r
n]
′. The unodes uare ulinked uby ua usensing unetwork, urepresented
uby ua udirected ugraph uG uwhose uelement u(i, j) uindicates uestimation uof uthe ustate uxjn uby unode ui uvia
ua ucommunication ulink, uand ua upermitted ucontrol uvijn uon uthe ulink. uFor unode i, u(i, j) ∈ uG uis ua
udeparting uedge uand (l, i) ∈ G is an uentering uedge. uThe utotal unumber uof ucommunication ulinks
uin uG uis uls. uFrom uits uphysical umeaning, unode ui ucan ualways uobserve uits uown ustate, uwhich uwill unot
ube uconsidered uas ua ulink uin uG.
We uconsider ulink ucontrols uamong unodes upermitted uby uG. uThe unode ucontrol u in uis udetermined
uby uthe ulink ucontrol uvijn . uSince ua upositive utransportation uof uquantity uv
ij
n uon u(i, j) umeans ua uloss
uof uvijn uat unode ui uand ua ugain uof uv
ij























ucontrol useeks ucontrol ualgorithms uthat uachieve xn → η1 , uwhere 1 uis uthe ucolumn uvector uof uall
u1s. uA ulink u(i, j) ∈ G uentails uan uestimate, udenoted uby ûxijn , uof uxjn uby unode ui uwith uestimation






uThe uestimation uerror udijn uis u sually ua ufunction uof uthe usignal ux
j
n uitself uand udepends uon ucommu-






uand ucan ube uspatially uand utemporally udependent. uMost uexisting uliterature uconsiders umuch
usimplified unoise uclasses dijn = ξ
ij
n uwith ui.i.d. uassumptions.
Such uextensions u uare unecessary uwhen udealing uwith unetworked usystems. uA usampled uand
uquantized usignal ux uin ua unetworked usystem uenters ua ucommunication transmitter uas ua usource.
uTo uenhance uchannel uefficiency uand ureduce unoise ueffects, usource usymbols uare uencoded [101,
113]. uTypical ublock uor uconvolutional ucoding uschemes usuch uas uHamming, uReed-Solomon, uor
umore urecently uthe ulow-density uparity-check u(LDPC) ucode uand uTurbo ucode, uoften uintroduce
ua unonlinear umapping uv = f1(x). uThe ucode uword uv uis uthen umodulated uinto ua uwaveform s =
f2(v) = f2(f1(x)) uwhich uis uthen utransmitted. uEven uwhen uthe uchannel unoise uis uadditive, unamely
uthe ureceived uwaveform uis uw = s + d uwhere ud uis uthe uchannel unoise, uafter uthe ureverse uprocess
uof udemodulation uand udecoding, uwe uhave y = g(w) = g(s + d) = g(f2(f1(x)) + d). uAs ua
uresult, uthe uerror uterm g(f2(f1(x))+ d)−x uin general uis unonadditive uand usignal udependent. uIn
uaddition, ublock uand uconvolution ucoding uschemes uintroduce utemporally udependent unoises. uIn
uour uformulation, uthis uaspect uis ureflected uin udependent uφ-mixing unoises uon uξijn . uThese uwill ube
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udetailed ulater.
For usimplification uon usystem uderivations, uwe u se ufirst dijn = ξ
ij
n uin this usection. uLet u˜ηn uand




n uin ua uselected uorder, urespectively.
uThen, u(4.2) ucan ube uwritten uas u˜ηn = H1xn + ξn, uwhere uH1 uis uan uls × ur umatrix uwhose urows
uare uelementary uvectors usuch uthat uif uthe uℓth uelement uof u˜ζn uis ûx
ij
uthen uthe uℓth urow uin uH1 uis
uthe urow uvector uof uall uzeros uexcept ufor ua u“1” uat uthe ujth uposition. uEach usensing ulink uprovides
uinformation δijn = x
i
n− x̂ijn , uan uestimated udifference ubetween uxin uand uxjn. uThis uinformation umay
ube urepresented, uin uthe usame uarrangement uas u˜ηn, uuby ua uvector uδn uof usize uls ucontaining uall uδ
ij
n uin
uthe usame uorder uas u˜ηn. uδn ucan ube uwritten uas uδn = H2uxnu− η˜nu= H2xn−H1xn−ξn = Hxn−ξn,
uwhere uH2 uis uan uls×ur umatrix uwhose urows uare uelementary uvectors usuch uthat uif uthe uℓth uelement
uof u˜ζ(k) uis ûxij uthen uthe uℓth urow uin uH2 uis uthe urow uvector uof uall uzeros uexcept ufor ua u“1” uat uthe uith
uposition, uand uH = H2−H1. uThe ureader uis ureferred uto u[98] ufor ubasic umatrix uproperties uin ugraphs
uand uto u[122] ufor umatrix uiterative uschemes. uDue uto unetwork uconstraints, uthe uinformation δijn ucan
uonly ube u sed uby unodes ui uand uj. uWhen uthe ucontrol uis ulinear, utime uinvariant, uand umemoryless,
uwe uhave uvijn = µugijuδ
ij
n uwhere ugij uis uthe ulink ucontrol ugain uon u(i, j) uand uµ uis ua uglobal uscaling
ufactor uthat uwill ube u sed uin ustate u pdating ualgorithms uas uthe urecursive ustepsize. uLet uG ube uthe
ulsu× uls udiagonal umatrix uthat uhas ugij uas uits udiagonal uelement. uIn uthis ucase, uthe unode ucontrol
ubecomes un = −µH ′Gδn. For uconvergence uanalysis, uwe unote uthat uµ uis ua uglobal ucontrol uvariable
uand uwe umay urepresent u n uequivalently uas un = −µ(H ′GHxn − H ′Gξn) = µ(Mxn +Wξn),
with M = −H ′GH and W = H ′G.
Under uthe ulink-based ustate ucontrol u in, uthe ustate u pdating uscheme u(4.1) ubecomes
xn+1 = xn − µH ′Gδn. (4.4)
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Since 1 ′M = 0, 1 ′W = 0, 1 ′xn+1 = 1 ′xn = rη hold ufor uall un, uwhich uis ua unatural uconstraint
uto uthe ustochastic uapproximation ualgorithm. uStarting uat ux0, uxn uis u pdated uiteratively uby u sing
u(4.4), uwhich ufor uthe uanalysis uis
xn+1 = xn + µ(Mxn +Wξn). (4.5)
Throughout uthe upaper, uthe unoise u{ξn} uis uallowed uto ube ucorrelated, uboth uspatially uand utempo-
rally. uWe uwill uassume uthe ufollowing uconditions.
(A0) (i) uAll ulink ugains uare upositive, ugij > 0. u(ii) uG ucontains ua uspanning utree.
Recall uthat ua usquare umatrix u˜Q = (q˜ij) uis ua ugenerator uof ua ucontinuous-time uMarkov uchain
uif u˜qij ≥ 0 ufor uall ui 6= j uand u
∑
j q˜ij = 0 ufor ueach ui. uAlso, ua ugenerator uor uthe uassociated
continuous-time uMarkov chain uis uirreducible uif uthe usystem uof uequations
 νQ˜ = 0,ν1 = 1 has a
unique solution, where ν = [ν1, . . . , νr] ∈ R1×r with νi > 0 for each ui = 1, . . . , r uis uthe
uassociated ustationary udistribution. uAssume uthat uthe unoise uis u nbounded ubut uhas ubounded
u(2 +∆)th umoments. uIn uaddition, uit uis ua usequence uof ucorrelated unoise, umuch ubeyond uthe u sual
ui.i.d. u(independent uand uidentically udistributed) unoise uclasses. uA uφ-mixing usequence uhas uthe
uproperty uthat uthe uremote upast uand uthe udistant ufuture uare uasymptotically independent. uThe
asymptotic uindependence is ureflected uby uthe ucondition uon uthe u nderlying umixing umeasure.
uThe uproof uof uthe ufollowing utheorem uis uin u[128].
Theorem 4.1.. Under uAssumption u(A0), u(1) uM uhas urank ur−1 uand uis unegative usemi-definite.
u(2) uM uis ua ugenerator uof ua ucontinuous-time uMarkov uchain, u uand uis uirreducible.
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4.3 Forumulation
Throughout uthis uchapter, u| · | udenotes ua uEuclidean unorm. uA upoint ux uin ua uEuclidean uspace
uis ua ucolumn uvector; uthe uith ucomponent uof ux uis udenoted uby uxi, u1 udenotes uthe ucolumn uvector
uwith uall ucomponents ubeing u1. uThe usymbol u′ udenotes utranspose. uThe unotation uO(y) udenotes
ua ufunction uof uy usatisfying supy |O(y)|/|y| < ∞. uLikewise, uo(y) udenotes ua ufunction uof uy usat-
isfying |o(y)|/|y| → u0, uas uy → u0. uIn uparticular, uO(1) udenotes uthe uboundedness uand uo(1)
uindicates uconvergence uto u0. uTo ufacilitate uthe ureading, uwe uhave uplaced usome ubasic uformulation
ufor uconsensus ucontrol ualgorithms uin uSection u4.2. uOur uformulation uin uthis uchapter uis umuch ube-
yond uthe utraditional usetup. uIn ulieu uof uthe usimple uformulation uin uSection u4.2, uwe uallow ucertain
unonadditive unoises ube uadded. uMore uimportantly, uour umain ueffort uis uon uasynchronous ucompu-
tation uand ucommunication uschemes. uIn ulieu uof uthe uconstraint 1 ′xn = ηur uat ueach ustep, uwe
uonly urequire usuch uan uequality uto uhold uasymptotically. uThis ugeneralizes uthe usetup uin uSection
u4.2 uof uthis uchapter. uSuppose uthat uthe unetwork utopology uis urepresented uby ua ugraph uG. uDif-
ferent ufrom uthe ustandard usetting, uthe ugraph udepends uon ua udiscrete-time uMarkov uchain uso uit
uis ugiven uby G = G(α˜n). uIn uour usetup, uthe ugraph ucan utake um0 upossible uvalues. uThe uMarkov
uchain uis u sed uto umodel, ufor uexample, ucapacity uof uthe unetwork, urandom uenvironment, uand
uother urandom ufactors usuch uas uinterrupts, urerouting uof ucommunication uchannels, uetc. Thus
G(α˜n) =
∑m0
ι=1 G(ι)I{α˜n=ι}. To uillustrate, usuppose uthat uinitially uthe uMarkov uchain uis uat α˜0 = ι.
Then uthe ugraph utakes uthe uvalue uG(ι). At a random instance ρ1, the first jump of the Markov
chain takes place so that α˜ρ1 = ℓ 6= ι. Then the graph switches to G(ℓ) and holds that value
for a random duration until uthe unext ujump uof uthe uMarkov uchain utakes uplace uetc.
To ucarry uout uthe urecursive ucomputational utask, uwe uconsider ua uclass uof uasynchronous uand
udistributed ualgorithms uin uthe ufollowing usetup. uSuppose uthat uthe ustate uxu∈ uRr uand uthere uare ur
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uprocessors uparticipating uin uthe ucomputational utask. uFor unotational usimplicity, uwe uassume uthat
ueach uprocessor uhandles uonly uone ucomponent. uIt uis uclear uthat uthis ucan ube umade usubstantially
umore ugeneral uby uallowing ueach uprocessor uhandles ua uvector uof upossibly udifferent udimensions.
uHowever, uthe umathematical uframework uwill ube uessentially uthe usame ualbeit uthe ucomplex uno-
tation. uSuppose uthat ufor ueach ui ≤ ur, u{Y in} uis ua usequence uof upositive uinteger-valued urandom
uvariables u(assuming uthe urandom usequence uto ube upositive uinteger uvalued uis ufor unotational ucon-
venience) uthat uare ugenerally ustate uand udata udependent usuch uthat uthe unth uiteration uof uprocessor
ui utakes uY in−1 u nits uof utime. uDefine ua usequence uof u“renewal-type” urandom ucomputation utimes
uτ in uas u







uFor ueach ui, uthe usequence u{Y in} uis uan uinter-arrival utime uand u{τ in} uis uthe ucorresponding “renewal”
utime. uIt uis uwell uknown uthat u˜αn uis ustrongly uMarkov, uso u˜ατ in uis ua uMarkov uchain.
Using uconstant ustepsize uµ > 0, uwe uconsider uthe ufollowing asynchronous ualgorithm
xiτ in+1
= xiτ in + µ[Mτ in(α˜τ in)xτ in ]
i + µ[Wτ in(α˜τ in)ξ˜
i
n]
i + µŴ iτ in(xτ in , α˜τ in , ζ˜
i
n), i ≤ r, (4.7)
where u˜ξinu∈ Rr uand u˜ζ in ∈ uRr uare uthe unoise usequences uincurred uin uthe u(n+1)st uiteration, uNote
uthat uthe ufunctions uinvolved uare utime udependent. uWe u se uthe usame uidea uas uin uthe usetup uof ua
ufixed uconfiguration uas uin uSection u4.2, ubut uallow umore ugeneral ustructure. uNote ualso uthat ufor
ueach un uand uα ∈M, uMn(α) uis unot ua ugenerator uof ua uMarkov uchain uas uthe ufixed uM udiscussed uin
uSection u4.2. uWe uallow uthe unon-additive unoise ube u sed. uWhen uMn(ι) =M uand uWn(ι) =W uare
uconstant umatrices ubeing ugenerators uof ucontinuous uMarkov uchains ufor uall un uand uall uι ∈M, uand
ûWnu≡ u0, u(4.7) ureduces uto uthe uexisting ustandard uconsensus ualgorithm uwith uadditive unoise.
uThe unonadditive uportion uis ua ugeneral unonlinear ufunction uof uthe uanalog ustate ux, uthe uMarkov
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uchain ustate uι ∈ uM, uthe unoise usource uζ , uas uwell uas un.
The uunoise uusequences uare u“exogenous” uin uthat u(loosely uspeaking) uthe udistribution uof utheir
ufuture uevolution, uconditioned uon utheir upast, udo unot uchange uif uwe ualso ucondition uon uthe upast uof
uthe ustate uvalues. uThe udistribution uof uthe ucomputation uinterval uY in uis uallowed uto udepend uon uthe
ustate uxτ in uand uthe unoise u˜ξ
i
n uwhich uis u sed uduring uthat u(n+ 1)-st uinterval uin uthe uith uprocessor.
uWe udefine u







j, for n ∈ [τ ij , τ ij+1),
x˜n = (x˜
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Note u uthat u u∆in = 0 uif un uis ua urenewal utime ufor uprocessor ui u(∆
i
n uis uthe utime uelapsed usince uthe
ustart uof ua unew ucomputation ufor uprocessor ui). uThe u˜xn uis uan uaggregate uvector uof udimension ur ·ur






iI in+1 + uµ[Wn(αn)ξ
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where uI in = I{∆in=0}. If u uI
i
n = 1, u uthen un uis ua urandom ucomputation utime ufor uthe uith uprocessor.
uNote uthat uthe udependence uof α˜τ i
Ni(n)
uis uonly uthrough uthe urandom ucomputation utime uτ ij uwith uj =
Ni(n). uThus uin uthe unotation uof uαn, uwe usuppressed uthe ui udependence ufor unotational usimplicity
uin uthe usubsequent ucalculation; uthis uinformation uis ualso ureflected ufrom uI in. uIn uwhat ufollows,
ufor ueach ui, uthe umixing umeasures udefined uin u(A2), unamely, uφ uand uψ ushould ube ui udependent.
uNevertheless, uto usimplify uthe unotation, uinstead uof uwriting uφi uand uψi, uwe uwill u se uφ uand uψ
uthroughout uthe urest uof uthe uchapter. uWe uassume uthe ufollowing uconditions uhold.
(A1) The uprocess u˜αn uis ua udiscrete-time uMarkov uchain uwith ua finite ustate uspaceM = {1, . . . , m0}
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uand utransition uprobability matrix
P = P ε = I + εQ, (4.10)
where uε > 0 uis ua usmall uparameter, uI uis uan um0 ×m0 uidentity umatrix, uand Q = (qij) ∈
R
m0×m0
uis uthe ugenerator uof ua ucontinuous-time uMarkov uchain, u(i.e., uQ usatisfies uqij ≥ 0
ufor ui 6= uj, ∑m0j=1 qij = 0 ufor ueach ui = 1, . . . , m0) usuch uthat uQ uis uirreducible.
(A2) (a) u(i) uThe ufunction ûWn(·, ι, e) uis ucontinuous ufor ueach uι ∈ M, ue ∈ Rr, uand ueach un, and
u|Ŵn(x, ι, e)| ≤ K(1 + |x|) ufor ueach ux ∈ Rr, ι ∈ M, ue, uand un. u(ii) uThe u{ξ˜in} uis ua
usequence uof uRr-valued φ-mixing uprocesses such uthat Eξ˜in = 0, uE|ξ˜in|2+δ < ∞ for
usome uδ > 0. uDenote F ξ˜in = σ{ξ˜ik; k ≤ un}, F ξ˜i,n = σu{ξ˜ik; uk ≥ un}. uFor um > 0,
uthe umixing umeasure uis udefined uby uφ(m) = supB∈F u˜ξi,n+m |P (B|F ξ˜
i






u1+δ (m) < ∞. (iii) uThe {ζ˜ in} uis ua ustationary usequence uthat
uis u niformly ubounded usuch uthat ufor ueach ux ∈ Rr uand ueach uι ∈ M uand ueach
un, EŴn(x, ι, ζ˜
i
n) = 0. uMoreover, Ŵn(x, ι, ζ˜
i




1/2(m) < ∞. u(iv) uThe usequences {α˜n}, u{ξ˜in}, uand
u{ζ˜ in} uare uindependent.
(b) For ueach ui, uthe usequence uof upositive uinteger-valued urandom uvariables u{Y in} is
ubounded. uThere uare π˜i(x, ι, ξ˜i) ucontinuous uin x u niformly uin ueach ubounded u(x, ξ˜i)
uset usuch uthatE˜τ inY
i
n = π˜




mdenotes uthe uconditional uexpectation
uon F˜ im = {x0, α˜τ ij , u˜ξij−1, ζ˜ ij−1 : j ≤ um}. uThere uare ucontinuous uand ustrictly uposi-
tive πi(·, ι) usuch uthat ufor ueach ux uand ueach um, ∑n+mj=m Eimπ˜i(x, ι, ξ˜ij)/n→ πi(x, ι) in
uprobability, ufor ueach ux uand uι ∈M.
(c) For ueach uι ∈ M, u{Mn(ι)} uand u{Wn(ι)} are u niformly ubounded. uFor ueach uι ∈ M,
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uthere uis uan uM(ι) usuch uthat ufor ueach um,
∑m+n−1
j=m Mj(ι)/n→ M(ι), uwhere uM(ι) uis
uan uirreducible ugenerator uof ua uMarkov uchain ufor ueach uι ∈M.















j → 0 in probability.
(4.11)
In uwhat ufollows, uuwe uoften uwork uwith uξin uand uζ
i
n. uThen uwe u se uE
i
m uto udenote uthe uconditioning
uon uthe uσ-algebra F im = {x0, αj, ξij−1, ζ ij−1 : j ≤ m}.
(b) uAssuming uthat πi(·, ι) uis strictly upositive uis ureasonable. uThis uis uessentially ua usuitably
uscaled ulimit uof uthe umean uof uY in. uUnder uthe ustandard urenewal usetup uwith ui.i.d. uinter-arrival uY
i
n
u(independent uof udata), uit uis usimply ua upositive uconstant, uthe umean uof uY in.
(c) uNote uthat u(4.9) uis ua ustochastic uapproximation utype ualgorithm, ubut umore udifficult uto
uanalyze ubecause uof uthe uswitching utopologies. uIn uthe utraditional usetup uof ustochastic uapproxima-
tion uproblems, uthe ulimit uor uthe uaveraged usystem uis uan uordinary udifferential uequation u(ODE).
uVery uoften uthese ulimits uare uautonomous. uEven uif uthey uare utime uinhomogeneous uODE, uthese
uequations uare unon-random. uCertain ucases utreated uhere, uthe ulimits uis uno ulonger uan uODE, ubut ua
urandomly uvarying uODE usubject uto uswitching. uIn uthe uliterature uof ustochastic approximation,
uthe urate uof uconvergence ustudy uis unormally uassociated uwith ua ulimit ustochastic udifferential uequa-
tion. uIn uour ucase, usome uof uthe ulimits uare uMarkovian-switching stochastic udifferential equations
u(i.e., switching udiffusions [134]).
In uthe unext utwo usections, uthree upossibilities uconcerning uthe urelative usizes uof uε uand uµ uare
uanalyzed. uThis uidea ualso uappears uin urelated utreatments uof uLMS-type ualgorithms u nder uregime-
switching udynamic usystems, usee [125–127].
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uIn utreating uthe uthree udifferent ucases, ucareful uanalysis uis uneeded uto uexamine uconvergence,
ustability, uand urelated uconsensus uissues.
4.4 Asymptotic uProperties: uε = O(µ)
This usection concentrates uon uthe ucase uε = O(µ). uFor unotational usimplicity uand uconcreteness, uin
uwhat ufollows, uwe usimply uconsider uε = µ uin uthis usection. uMore ugeneral ucases ucan ube uconsidered;
uthey udo unot uadd ufurther utechnical udifficulties. uThe uresults uwill ube usimilar uin uspirit.
4.4.1 Basic Properties
To uuproceed, uuwe uufirst upresent ua umoment uestimate ufor uthe urecursive ualgorithm (4.9). uThrough-
out uthe uchapter, uwe u se uK uto udenote ua ugeneric upositive uconstant uwith uthe uconvention uK+K =
K uand uKK = K. uWe ualso u se uKT uto udenote ua ugeneric upositive uconstant uthat udepends uon uT
u(whose uvalue umay uchange ufor udifferent uappearances).
Lemma 4.3. Under uAssumption u(A1), ufor uany u0 < T <∞ and each i = 1, . . . , r,
sup
0≤n≤T/ε
E|xin|2 ≤ KT exp(T ) <∞.




















∣∣[x˜ik]iI ik+1∣∣2 , (4.12)
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≤ K(µn)2 ≤ KT .
(4.13)
Iterating uon uE|xin|2 uwith uthe u se uof u(4.9) uand u sing u(4.12) uand u(4.13), uwe uobtain










Then u uby uGronwall’s uinequality,
E|xin+1|2 ≤ KT exp(nµ) ≤ KT exp(µ(T/µ)) ≤ KT exp(T ).
Taking usup uover un, uthe udesired uestimate ufollows.
4.4.2 Convergence
This usection uis udevoted uto uobtaining uasymptotic uproperties uof ualgorithm u(4.9). Before upro-
ceeding further, uwe ustate ua uresult uon uestimation uerror ubounds. uThe uproof uof uthe uassertion uon
uprobability distributions uis essentially uin uthat uof uTheorem u3.5 uand uTheorem u4.3 uof u [131],
uwhereas uthe uproof uof uweak uconvergence uof uαε(·) ucan ube ufound uin u[133]; usee ualso u[132]. uThus
uthe uproof uis uomitted.
Lemma 4.4. Under ucondition u(A2), with uP ε uuuugiven uby u(4.10), uuuudenote the un-step utransition
uprobability uby u(P ε)n uand pεn = (P (α˜n = 1), . . . , P (α˜n = m0)), uand udefine uα
ε(t) = α˜n ufor
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ut ∈ u[nε, unε+ ε). Then uthe ufollowing uclaims u uhold:
pεn = p(t) +O(ε+ e
−k0t/ε),
(P ε)n−n0 = Ξ(εn, εn0) +O(ε+ e−k0(n−n0)),
(4.15)




= p(t)Q, P (0) = p0,
Ξ(t, t0)
dt
= Ξ(t, t0)Q, Ξ(t0, t0) = I,
(4.16)
with ut0 = εun0 uand ut = εun. uMoreover, uα
ε(·) uconverges uweakly uto uα(·), ua ucontinuous-time
uMarkov uchain ugenerated uby uQ.
Since uwe uconsider uε = O(µ), uwithout uloss uof ugenerality, uwe utake uε = µ uin uwhat ufollows.
uThe unext ulemma uconcerns uthe uproperty uof uthe ualgorithm uas uµ → 0 uthrough uan uappropriate
continuous-time uinterpolation. uWe udefine
xµ(t) = xn, α
µ(t) = α˜n, for t ∈ [µn, µn+ µ).
Then (xµ(·), αµ(·)) ∈ D([0, T ] : Rr×M), which uis uthe uspace uof ufunctions uthat uare udefined uon
u[0, T ] utaking uvalues uin uRr ×M, uand uthat uare uright ucontinuous uand uhave uleft ulimits uendowed
with uthe uSkorohod utopology [109, Chapter7]. uBefore uproceeding ufurther, uwe ufirst ustate ua
ulemma uthat ugives uthe u niqueness uof uthe usolution uof u(4.17).






, i = 1, . . . , r. (4.17)
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Proof. For uany f(·, ·) : uRr ×M 7→ R usatisfying for ueach uι ∈ M, f(·, ι) ∈ uC10 u(space uof














Let u(x(t), α(t)) ube ua usolution uof uthe umartingale uproblem uwith uoperator uL1 udefined uin u(4.18).
uWe uproceed uto ushow uthat uthe usolution uis u nique uin uthe usense uof udistribution. uDefine
g(x, k) = exp(γ′x+ γ0k), ∀ γ ∈ Rr, γ0 ∈ R, k ∈M.
Consider uψjk(t) = E[I{α(t)=j}g(x(t), k)], j, k ∈ M. uIt uis ureadily useen uthat uψjk(t) uis uthe uchar-

















Let uψ(t) = (ψιℓ(t) : ι ≤ m0, ℓ ≤ m0). Combining u(4.19) and u(4.20), uwe uobtain





where uG uis uan um0×m0 umatrix. uThus u(4.21) uis uan uordinary udifferential uequation uwith uan uinitial
ucondition uψ(0). uAs ua uresult, uit uhas ua u nique usolution.
By uLemma 4.3 uto u4.5, uwe ucan uobtain uthe ufollowing utheorem.
Theorem 4.6. Under u(A1) uand u(A2), {xµ(·), αµ(·)} uis utight uin D([0, T ] : Rr ×M). uAssume
uthat ux0 uand uα0 uto ube uindependent uof uµ uand uare unon-random uwithout uloss uof ugenerality. uThen
(xµ(·), αµ(·)) uconverges uweakly uto u(x(·), α(·)) uthat uis ua usolution uof u(4.17) uwith uinitial ucondition
(x0, α0).
Proof. (a) Tightness. uThe utightness uof {αµ(·)} ucan ube uproved uas uin uthat uof u [131, Theorem
4.3]. uSo uwe uneed uonly uprove uthe utightness uof u{xµ(·)}, ui.e., uwe uneed uonly uprove uthat u{xµ,i(·)} uis
utight ufor ueach ui.
For uany uδ > 0, ulet ut > 0 uand us > 0 usuch uthat us ≤ δ, uand ut, ut+ δ ∈ [0, T ]. uNote uthat u























uIn uthe uabove uand uhereafter, uwe u se uthe uconventions uthat ut/µ uand u(t+ s)/µ udenote uthe ucorre-
sponding uinteger uparts, ui.e., u⌊ut/µu⌋ uand u⌊u(t+ s)/µu⌋, urespectively. uFor unotational usimplicity,
uin uwhat ufollows, uwe uwill unot u se uthe ufloor ufunction unotation u nless uit uis unecessary.
Since u˜αk uis ua ufinite-state uMarkov uchain, uby u(A1) u|Mk(αk)| uand u|Wk(αk)| u(see uthe unotation






k=t/µ ) utogether uwith uLemma 4.3,



































Eµt |xik|2 +Ks2 ≤ Kδ2,
(4.22)
uwhere uEµt udenotes uthe uconditioning uon uFµt = σ{xµ0 , ξik, ζ ik : i ≤ r, k < ⌊t/µ⌋}. uIn uthe uabove, uwe










Eµt |xµ,i(t+ s)− xµ,i(t)|2u
]
= 0.
uThe utightness uof u{xµ,i(·)} follows ufrom [106, p.47].
(b) uCharacterization uthe ulimit. uFor unotational usimplicity, uwe ushall unot u se ua ufunction
uf(·, ·)u∈ uC20 uin uthe u sual umartingale uproblem uformulation ufor uthe ufollowing uderivation, ubut
uwork uwith uthe u nderlying usequences udirectly. uIt uis uconvenient uto uproceed uwith ua uscaling uargu-
ment uto utreat uthe urandom urenewal utimes.
Define uthe uprocess uZµ,in , Z




Y ij , Z



























Ψµ,i(t) = Ψµ,in for t ∈ [nµ, nµ+ µ),
uUse uthe umethod usimilar uas u(a), uwe ucan uprove uthat uZµ,i(·) uand uΨµ,i(·) uare utight. uAs ua uresult,
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uwe uobtain uthat {xµ,i(·), Zµ,i(·),Ψµ,i(·)} uis utight uin uD([0,∞) : uR3) uand uall ulimits uare u niformly
uLipschitz ucontinuous. uWe ufix uand uwork uwith ua uweakly uconvergent usubsequence, ualso uindexed
uby uµ, uand uwith ulimit udenoted uby u(xi(·), uZ i(·), uΨi(·)), ufor ui ≤ ur. uNow uwe ustate ua ulemma.









[M(α(Z i(u))x(Z i(u))]idu, (4.24)
urespectively.
Proof uof uLemma 4.7. Fixed ui, u sing usimilar uargument uas uthat uof u u [108, pp. u224-226], uwe
ucan uderive u(4.23). u uThe udetails uare uomitted.
Next uwe uwork uon uΨµ,i(·) uand uconcentrate uon uthe uproof uof u(4.24). uFirst, uit uis ureadily useen
uthat ufor uany ut, s > 0,






[Mτ ik(ℓ)xτ ik ]
i + [Wτ ik(ℓ)ξ˜
i
k]











Next, upick uout uany ubounded uand ucontinuous ufunction uh(·), uany upositive uinteger uκ, uand uany
utju≤ ut ufor uj ≤ uκ, uthe uweak uconvergence uand uSkorohod urepresentation uimply uthat uas uµ→ u0,
Eh(xµ(tj), α
µ(tj) : j ≤ κ)[Ψµ,i(t+ s)−Ψµ,i(t)]
→ Eh(x(tj), α(tj) : j ≤ κ)[Ψi(t+ s)−Ψi(t)].
(4.26)
Choose umµu uso uthat umµ → u∞ uas uµ → u0, ubut uµumµu= δµ → u0. uBy uthe ucontinuity uof
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) = p(τ ik, τ
i
lmµ
) uwith ℓ usuppressed, inserting uconditional expec-

























(ℓ)−M(ℓ))[p(τ ij , τ ilmµ)− p(τ ij+1, τ ilmµ)].
(4.28)
uBy uvirtue uof uthe uassumption u(A2)(c), uthe uterm uon uthe usecond uline uof u(4.28) ugoes uto u0 uas
uµ→ u0. uNext, unoting
(I + µQ)
τ ij+1−τ ilmµ − (I + µQ)τ ij−τ ilmµ = O(µ),
uwe uhave
[p(τ ij , τ
i
lmµ)− p(τ ij+1, τ ilmµ)]u= uO(µ).
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uAs ua uresult, u
E

















































→ 0 as µ→ 0.
Since uµumµ → u0 uas uµ→ u0, uwhen uµulmµu→ uu, ufor uall ulmµu≤ uku≤ ulmµ+mµ, uµuk → uu


















































































Next u sing uthe uindependence uof u˜αn uwith u˜ξ
i
n, usimilar uconditioning uargument utogether uwith










k|P (α˜k = ℓ|α˜t/µ) ≤ Kµ
(t+s)/µ∑
k=t/µ
φδ/(1+δ)(k − (t/µ))→ 0 as µ→ 0.
(4.30)










, ℓ, u˜ζ ik)I{α˜τi
k
=ℓ}













, ℓ, ζ˜ ik)I{α˜τi
k
=ℓ}.
















, ℓ, ζ˜ ik)|P (α˜τ ik = ℓ|α˜t/µ)→ 0 as µ→ 0.
uThus u
Eh(xµ(tj), α












, ℓ, ζ˜ ik)I{α˜τi
k
=ℓ} → 0. (4.31)
uUsing uthe uestimates uobtained uthus ufar utogether uwith u(4.25), uwe uhave uproved uthat u









uTherefore, uthe uproof uof uthe ulemma uis uconcluded. u
Completion uof uProof uof uTheorem 4.6. With uZ−1 udenoting uthe uinverse uof uZ, uwe uhave

































Lemma 4.7 uthen yields uthe ulimit uprocess




uThis in uturn uimplies u




as udesired. uThus uthe utheorem uis uproved. u
4.5 uInvariance uTheorem
To ustudy uthe ulong-time ubehavior, uwe uderive uan uinvariant utheorem ufor uthe uswitched usystem.
uFollowing uthe udiscussion uin u[134, Chapter 9], urecall uthat ua uBorel umeasurable uset uU ⊂ uRr×M
uis uinvariant uwith urespect uto uthe uprocess u(x(t), α(t)) uif uP ((x(t), α(t)) ∈ U, ufor uall ut ≥ 0) = 1,
ufor uany uinitial u(x, ι) ∈ uU . uThat uis, ua uprocess ustarting ufrom uU uwill uremain uin uU uwith uprobability
u1. uWe ualso uneed uthe unotion uof ustability uof usets uin uprobability. uThey uare udefined unaturally uas
ufollows.
• uA uclosed uand ubounded uset uKc ⊂ Rr uis usaid uto ube stable uin uprobability uif ufor uany uδ > 0 uand
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uρ > 0, uthere uis ua uδ1 > 0 usuch uthat ustarting ufrom u(x, ι), P (supt≥0 d(x(t), Kc) < ρ) ≥ 1−δ
uwhenever d(x,Kc) < δ1;
• uA uclosed uand ubounded uset uKc ⊂ Rr uis usaid uto ube asymptotically ustable uin uprobability uif
uit uis ustable uin uprobability, uand P (limt→∞ d(x(t), Kc) = 1)→ 1, uas ud(x,Kc)→ 0.
In uthe uabove, uwe uhave u sed uthe u sual udistance ufunction d(x,D) = inf(|x− y| : y ∈ uD). uWe
uproceed uto uobtain uthe ufollowing uresult.
Theorem 4.8. Assume uthat ufor ueach uι ∈ M, M(ι) uis irreducible. uUnder uthe uconditions uof
uTheorem 4.6, uthe ufollowing uassertions uhold.
u(i) uThe uset uZ = span{1 } uis uan uinvariant uset.
(ii) uThe uset uZ uis uasymptotically ustable uin uprobability.
Proof. uTo uprove u(i), uwe udivide uthe utime uintervals uaccording uto uthe associated uswitch utimes.
uWe ubegin uwith (x(0), α(0)) = (x0, ι). uFollowing uthe udynamic usystem ugiven uin u(4.17), ulet uρ1
uube uthe ufirst switching utime, ui.e., ρ1 = inf{t : α(t) = ι1 6= uι}. uNote uthat ux(t) = x(t, ω), where
uω ∈ Ω is uthe usample upoint. uThen uin uthe uinterval u[0, ρ1), ufor ualmost uall uω, u(4.17) uis ua usystem
uwith uconstant umatrix M(ι). uFor all ut ∈ [0, ρ1], from uequation (4.17) uwe uhave uthat ufor uany














Because uthe umatrix uM(ι) uis uirreducible, uthere uis uan ueigenvalue u0 uand uthe urest uof uthe ueigenvalues
uall uhave unegative ureal uparts.
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and usimilarly, uwe uobtain
dkxi
dtk
(0) = 0 ufor uall u uk > 0u, uui ≤ ur.
Therefore, ux(t) = x(0) for uall t ∈ [0, ρ1). uThus x(t) ∈ Z ufor uall ut ∈ [0, ρ1). uNow, udefine
ρ2 = inf{t ≥ uρ1 : α(t) = ι2 6= uι1}. uBy uthe ucontinuity uof ux(·), ux(ρ1) = x(ρ−1 ) ∈ uZ. Similar
uas uin uthe uprevious uparagraph, uwe ucan ushow ufor uall t ∈ [ρ1, ρ2), ux(t) ∈ Z. uContinue uin uthis
uway. uFor uany uT > 0, uconsider u[0, T ]. uThen 0 < ρ1 < ρ2 < · · · < ρuN(T ) ≤ uT , uwhere uN(t) uis
uthe ucounting uprocess uthat ucounts uthe unumber uof uswitchings uin uthe uinterval u[0, T ], uand uρn uis
udefined urecursively usuch uthat α(ρn) = ιn uand ρn+1 = inf{t ≥ uρn : α(t) = ιn+1 6= ιn}. Suppose
uthat uwe uhave ufor uall ut ≤ ρn, x(t) ∈ Z uw.p.1. Using uinduction, uwe ucan ushow ux(t) ∈ Z ufor uall
t ∈ [0, ρN(T )). uFinally, uwe uwork uwith uthe uinterval [ρN(T ), T ], uthis establishes uthe ufirst uassertion.
To uprove u(ii), udefine uV (x) = x′x/2. uSince uV (x) uis uindependent uof uthe uswitching ucomponent,∑m0






< 0, for all x 6∈ Z.
The urest uof uthe uproof uof uthe ustability uin uprobability uof uthe uset uZ uis usimilar uin uspirit uto uthat uof
u[134, Chapter 9]. uWe uomit uthe udetails ufor ubrevity. u
Denote uxc = uηu1 uWith uthe uabove uproposition, uwe ucan ufurther uobtain uthe ufollowing uresult
uas ua ucorollary uof uTheorem 4.8.
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Corollary 4.9. u uAssume uthe uconditions uof uTheorem 4.8. u uThen ufor uany u utµ →∞ uas uµ→ 0,
uxµ(· + tµ) uconverges uto uthe u uconsensus usolution uη1 uin uprobability. uThat uis ufor u uany uδ > 0,
u ulimµ→0 P (|xµ(·+ tµ)− xc| ≥ δ) = 0.
4.5.1 Normalized uError uSequences
This usection uis udevoted uto uanalyzing uthe urates uof uvariations uof uscaled usequence uof uerrors. uWe
ubegin uwith ua uresult uon u pper ubounds uon uestimation uerrors uin uthe umean usquare usense.
Theorem 4.10. Assume uthe uconditions uof uTheorem 4.6. uThen uthere uis uan uNµ usuch uthat
uEu|xn|2u= O(1) ufor uall un ≥ uNµ.
Proof.We uprove uthe uassertion uby umeans uof uperturbed uLiapunov ufunction umethods. uRedefine
uV (x) = (x − xc)′(x − xc)/2. uNote that uVxi(x) = (∂/∂uxi)V (x) = u(xi − xic) uand uVxx(x) = I
uthe uidentity umatrix. uUsing ua uTaylor uexpansion ufor uV (x), uwe uhave






(M(αn)(xn − xc))i + [(M(αn)−M(αn))(xn − xc)]i
+(Mn(αn)(x˜
i




2)(V (xn) + 1).
(4.34)





iI in+1I{αn=ℓ} ≤ −λV (xn) ufor usome uλ > 0. uFor
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usome u0 < λ0 < 1, udefine u








i − xic)[(M(ℓ)−M(ℓ))(x− xc)]iI{αj=ℓ}I ij+1,








i − xic)[Mj(ℓ)(x˜i − x)]iI{αj=ℓ}I ij+1,








i − xic)[Wj(ℓ)ξij)]iI{αj=ℓ}I ij+1,








i − xic)Ŵ ij (x˜i, ℓ, ζ ij)]iI{αj=ℓ}I ij+1,








i − xic)[(M(ℓ)−M(ℓ))xc]iI{αj=ℓ}I ij+1.
(4.35)
uIt uis ueasily uchecked uthat u

























n − xc)[(M(ℓ)−M(ℓ))(xn − xc)]iI{αj=ℓ}I ij+1




1 (xn+1, n+ 1)− V µ1 (xn, n)
= En[V
µ


















n − xic)[(M(αn)(x˜in − xn)]iI in+1 +O(µ2)(V (xn) + 1),
EnV
µ






n − xic)[Wn(αn)ξin]iI in+1 +O(µ2)(V (xn) + 1),
EnV
µ






n − xic)Ŵ in(x˜n, αn, ζ in)I in+1 +O(µ2)(V (xn) + 1),
EnV
µ





i − xic)[(M(αn)−M(αn))xc]iI in+1 +O(µ2)(V (xn) + 1).
(4.38)




l (x, n). uUsing (4.34), u(4.37), uand u(4.38), uwe uarrive uat u
uuEnuV
µ(xn+1, n+ 1)− V µ(xn, n)u≤ u− uλuV (xn)u+ uO(µ2)u(V (xn) + 1).
Using u(4.36), replacing uV (xn) uin uthe ulast uline uabove uby uV
µ(xn, n), utaking uexpectation, uand
uiterating uon uthe uresulting uinequality, uwe uarrive uat u
u







u(1− λuµ)n−kuV µ(xk, k).
(4.39)
uNote uthat uthere uis uan uNµ usuch uthat ufor uall un ≥ uNµ, uwe ucan umake u(1− λuµ)nuEV µ(x0, 0)u≤
uO(µ). uIn uaddition, u
∑n
k=0 u(1 − λuµ)kuO(µ2)u= uO(µ) ufor uall un ≤ uO(1/µ). uUsing uthe ues-
timates uin uthe uabove uparagraph, uan uapplication uof uthe uGronwall’s uinequality uyields uthat
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uEuV µ(xn+1, n+1)u≤ uO(µ). uUsing u(4.36) uagain uin uthe uestimate uabove, uwe uobtain uEuV (xn) ≤









uWe uassume uthat uthe ufollowing uassumption uholds.
(A3) (i) uFor ueach uℓu∈ uM uand ueach uζ , ûWn(·, ℓ, ζ) uhas continuous upartial derivatives uwith
urespect uto ux u p uto uthe usecond uorder uand Ŵn,xx(·, ℓ, ζ) uis u niformly ubounded, uwhere
ûWn,x(·) uand ûWn,xx(·) udenotes uthe ufirst uand usecond upartial uderivatives uwith urespect uto
ux. uThe u{Ŵn(xc, ℓ, ζ˜ in} and {Ŵn,x(xc, ℓ, ζ˜ in)} uare ubounded uand u niform umixing usequences
uwith uthe umixing umeasure usatisfying u
∑
k ψ
1/2(k) < ∞. u(ii) uFor ua usequence uof uindicator
ufunctions {χj(A)} uwhere A uis uany umeasurable uset uwith urespect uto u{αk, Y ik−1 : i ≤ r, k ≤
j},∑m+n−1j=m {[Mj(ℓ)−M (ℓ)]xc}χj(A)/√n→ 0 uin uprobability u niformly uin um. u(iii) uThe
uaveraging uconditions uin u(A2) uhold uwith ufixed um ureplaced uby uNi(Nµ). u(iv) uThe usets u{ξ˜in}
uand u{ζ˜ ij} ufor ui = 1 . . . , r uare umutually uindependent.
Note uthat u(A3) u(i) uimplies uthat uwe ucan ulocally ulinearize ûWn(·) uaround uxc, u











u|uEnûWk(xc, ℓ, ζ˜ ik)|u<∞,
uCondition u(A3) u(ii) uis ua utechnical ucondition usimilar uto u [109, (A1.5) uon up. u318]. uRecall uthat
uεu= µ. uIt uis ua urequirement uon uthe urates uof ulocal uaverage ufor uthe usequence u{Mj(ℓ)} uIt uis ureadily
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uverified uthat u
























µ{[Mn(αn)−M(αn)]xc}iI in+1 +O(µ3/2)O(|U˜ in|2).
(4.41)
To uproceed, udefine uUµ(t) = uUn ufor uany utu ∈ u[µu(nu− Nµ), uµu(n − Nµ) + uµ). uUnder
usuitable uconditions, uwe ushow uthat u{Uµ(·)} uconverges uweakly uto ua uswitching udiffusion uprocess.
















→ 0 as µ→ 0 uniformly in t ∈ [0, T ].
uObserve uthat uby uvirtue uof uTheorem 4.10, {Un : unu≥ uNµ} uis utight. uIt uyields uthat u

































iI ij+1 + o(1),
(4.42)
uwhere uo(1) → u0 uin uprobability. uThe uo(1) uis uobtained uby u se uof uthe ulast uline uof u(4.41), u(A3),
uand uTheorem 4.10. Using uthe umethods upresented ufor uanalyzing uxµ(·), uwe uobtain uthe ufollowing
ulemma, uwhose udetails uare uomitted.
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Lemma 4.11. u u{Uµ(·), αµ(·)} uis utight uin uD([0, T ] : Rr × uM).
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2 (t) = b˜
µ,i
n,2 for t ∈ [µn, µn+ µ).
(4.44)
Using usimilar umethods uof uthe umartingale uaveraging uas uin uTheorem 4.6, uwe ucan ushow uthat
Bµ,i,ιl (·) uconverges uweakly uto uBi,ιl (·)u= uB˜i,ιl ((Z i(·))−1)uufor ul = 1, 2. uIt uis ualso ueasy uto usee uthat
uBi,ι1 (·) uand uBi,ι2 (·) uare uindependent.
Theorem 4.12. Under u(A1)–(A3), uthere uare uindependent ustandard uBrownian umotions uwi,1(·)









u, i ≤ ur.u (4.45)
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Proof. uThe uproof uis usimilar uin uspirit uto uthat uof Theorem 4.6. uSo uwe uwill uonly upoint uout uthe
udistinct ufeatures. uUsing uthe uwell-known uresults ufor umixing uprocesses u(see u [97] uand u [100]),
uit uis ueasily useen uthat u˜Bµ,i,ι1 (·) uand u˜Bµ,i,ι2 (·) uconverge uweakly uto uBrownian umotions u˜Bi,ι1 (·) uand
B˜i,ι2 (·), with ucovariance (σi1(ι))2ut uand (σi2(ι))2t, urespectively. uIt uis ualso ueasy uto usee uthat uBi,ι1 (·)
uand uBi,ι2 (·) uare uindependent. uUsing uthe uscaling uargument uas uin uthe uproof uof uTheorem 4.6, uwe
ucan ushow uthat Bµ,i,ιl (·) uconverges uweakly uto uBi,ιl (·)u= uB˜i,ιl ((Z i(·))−1)u ufor ul = 1, 2. uWe uneed
uto uprove uthe uindependence uof uthe ulimit uBrownian umotions. uHere uwe u se uan uargument usimilar
uto u[108, the ulast ufew ulines uof up. u239 and uthe ufirst ufew ulines uof up. u240]. uLet uKµ → u∞ usuch uthat
u
√


















uFor usimplicity uof unotation, uwe utake ur = 2. uWe ushall ushow uthat uthe ulimits uof ûBµ,i,ι(·) uare
independent. uDenote Iµmn = I{Nµ1 =n}uI{Nµ2 =m}. uFor uany ubounded uand ucontinuous ufunction














































uwhere uo(1) → u0 uas uµ → u0. uThis utogether uwith uthe uarbitrariness uof uk uand uthe uweak uconver-
gence uimplies uthat uthe uindependence uof uthe ulimit uBrownian umotions. uLikewise, uwe ucan ushow
uthe uindependence uof uthe ulimit uBrownian umotions uassociated uwith u˜Bµ,i,ι2 (·).
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uChoose umµ, uδµ uetc. uas uin uthe uconvergence uproof uof uthe ualgorithm. uThen u


















uLet uµulumµ → uu. uThen ufor uall ulmµ ≤ uju≤ ulmµu+ mµu− 1, uµuku→ uu. uUsing uthe uweak
uconvergence uof u˜αµ(·) uto uα(·) uand uthe uSkorohod urepresentation, uthe ulimit uin uthe ulast uline uof















Thus, uthe ulimit uof u(4.46) uis ugiven uby u











uwhere uwi,1(·) uis ua ustandard uBrownian umotion. uLikewise, u˜bµ,i2 (·) converges uto ua uswitched uBrow-




µ,i(·) = b˜µ,i1 (·) + b˜µ,i2 (·)
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u uThe ulast ustep uis uto ucombine uthe uabove uestimates utogether uwith uthe uindependence uof uthe
ulimit uBrownian umotions uestablished utogether uwith ua uscaling uargument uas uin uthe uproof uof
uTheorem 4.6. uA ufew udetails uare uomitted. u
Remark 4.13. u uIn uview uof uthe uindependence of uthe uBrownian umotions uwi,1(·) uand uwi,2(·),
uthere uis ua ustandard uBrownian umotion uwi(·) usuch uthat uthe uswitching udiffusion u(4.45) umay ualso











, ℓ ∈M, i ≤ r.
4.6 Slowly uVarying u(ε≪ µ) uand uRapidly uVarying (µ≪ ε) uMarkov
Chains
uThis usection uis udivided uinto utwo usubsections. uOne uof uthem uis uconcerned uwith uslowly uvarying
uMarkov uchains u(0 < ε≪ µ), uwhereas uthe uother utreats urapidly uswitching uprocesses (0 < µ≪
ε).
4.6.1 Slowly uVarying uMarkov uChains
uSuppose that uε≪ µ, uwhere uε uis uthe uparameter uappeared uin uthe utransition uprobability umatrix
uof uthe uMarkov uchain uand uµ uis uthe ustep usize uof uthe ualgorithm (4.9). uIntuitively, ubecause uthe
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uMarkov uchain uchanges uso uslowly, uthe utime-varying uparameter uprocess uis uessentially ua uconstant.
uWe ureveal uthe uasymptotic uproperties uof uthe urecursive ualgorithm. uTo ufacilitate uthe udiscussion
uand uto usimplify uthe unotation, uwe utake uε = µ2 uin uwhat ufollows.
Note uthat uLemma 4.4 ustill uholds. uWe unext u se uthese uto uanalyze ualgorithm (4.9). uAs uin
uthe uprevious ucase, uwe ucan uprove u sup0≤un≤O(1/µ)E|xin|2 < ∞. uDefine uthe upiecewise uconstant
uinterpolation xµ(t) = xn, ufor t ∈ [µun, µun + µ). uThen uas uin uthe uprevious usection, uwe uhave
u{xµ,i(·)} uis utight uin uD([0, T ], uR). uWe uproceed uto ucharacterize uits ulimit. uThe uanalysis uis usimilar
uto uthat uTheorem 4.6, uso uwe uwill uomit umost uof uthe udetails.
The uidea ubehind uis uthat usince uthe uMarkov uchain uis uslowly uvarying. uThe uthe uparame-
ter uis ualmost ua uconstant. uSince α˜0 =
∑m0
ι=1 ιuI{α˜0=ι}, we uobtain uthe udesired uresult uwith
[M(ι)x(u)]i/π(x(u), ι) uin u(4.17) ureplaced uby u
∑m0
ι=1 pιu[M(ι)x(u)]
i/πi(x(u), ι). We usummarize
uthe udiscussions uabove uinto uthe ufollowing uresult.
Theorem 4.14. uuAssume uthe uconditions uof uTheorem 4.6 uwith uthe umodification uthat uthe uustep-
size uin u(4.9) usatisfies uε = µ2. uThen uxµ(·) uconverges u uweakly uto ux(·), uwhich uis ua usolution uof uthe











In uaddition, u ufor u uany utµ →∞ uas uµ→ u0, uxµ(·+ tµ) uconverges u uto uthe uconsensus usolution
uη1 uin uprobability. uThat u uis ufor uany uδ > 0, ulimµ→uu0 P (|xµ(·+ tε)− xc| ≥ δ) = 0.
Remark 4.15. uTo ucarry uout uthe uerror uanalysis, furthermore, uwe uudefine uxc uand uuUn uas ubefore
uand ushow uthat u{Un : n ≥ uNµ} uis utight. uLetting uUµ(t) u ube ua upiecewise uconstant uinterpolation
uof uUn uon t ∈ [(n−Nµ)µ, (n−Nµ)µ+µ), usimilar uto uRemark 4.13, uthen uUµ(·) converges uweakly
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, i ≤ r.
Note uthat uthe uinterpolation uof uthe ucentered uand uscaled usequence uof uerrors uhas ua udiffusion
ulimit uin uwhich uthe udrift uand udiffusion ucoefficients uare uaveraged uout uwith urespect uto uthe uinitial
uprobability udistribution.
4.6.2 Fast uChanging uMarkov uChains
uThis usection takes u p uthe uissue uthat uthe uMarkov uchain uis ufast uvarying ucomparing uto uthe
uadaptation. uBy uthat, uwe umean uµ ≪ ε. uFor uconcreteness uof uthe udiscussion, uwe utake ua uspecific
uform uof uthe ustepsize, unamely, uε = µ1/2. Intuitively, uthe uMarkov uchain uvary urelatively ufast uand
ucan ube uthought uof uas ua unoise uprocess. uEventually uit uis uaveraged uout.
For uαlmµ = i,
P{αk = j|αlmµ} = Ξij(εulmµ, εk) +O(ε+ exp(−κ))







, where uνj uis uthe ujth ucomponent uof uthe ustationary udistribution
ν = (ν1, . . . , νm0) uassociated uwith uthe ugenerator uQ uof uthe ucorresponding continuous-time
uMarkov chain. uThis uindicates uthat uΞ(s, t) ucan ube uapproximated uby ua umatrix u1ν uwith uidentical
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urows. uThus uwe uobtain uthe ulimit uordinary udifferential uequation.
Theorem 4.16. uuAssume uthe uconditions uof uTheorem 4.6 uwith uthe umodification uthat uthe uustep-
size uin u(4.9) usatisfies uε = µ1/2. uThen uxµ(·) u uconverges uweakly uto ux(·), uwhich uis ua usolution uof











In uaddition, ufor uany utµ →∞ uas uµ→ 0 uand u ufor uany uδ > 0, ulimµ→u0 P (|xµ(·+ tµ)− uxc| ≥
uuδ) = 0.
Remark 4.17. uConcerning uthe uerrors, for uthe ufast uchanging uMarkov uchain ucase, uwithin ua uvery
ushort uperiod uof utime, uthe usystem uis ureplaced uby uan uaverage uwith urespect uto uthe ustationary
udistribution uof uthe uMarkov uchain. For uthe uerror uanalysis, ufurthermore, uwe umay udefine uxc uUn
uas uin u(4.40) uand ushow uthat u{Un : n ≥ uNµ} uis utight. uLetting uUµ(t) ube uthe upiecewise uconstant
uinterpolation uof uUn uon t ∈ [(n − Nµ)µ, (n − Nµ)µ + µ), usimilar uto uRemark 4.13, uthen uUµ(·)



















, i ≤ r.
Remark 4.18. uAs uwas umentioned, ufor uconvenience uof upresentation, we uchose u uεu= µ2 uand
uε =
√
µ ufor uthe uslowly uvarying uand ufast uvarying ucases. uThe uspecific uforms uof uµ uand uε uenable
u s uto usimplify uthe upresentation. uThe uconvergence uresults uremain uessentially uthe usame ufor uthe
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(a) uMarkov uchain usample upaths
(b) uSystem ustate utrajectories: uVal-
ues uof uxn
Figure 10: Trajectories uof uthe ucase uε = µ = 0.02: (Horizontal uaxes-discrete utime uor uiteration
numbers)
ugeneral ucases uµ/εu→ u0 uand uµu/εu→ u∞. u
4.7 uIllustrative uExamples
uThis usection presents useveral simulation uexamples. uWe ucall (xn− xc)′(xn− xc) uthe uconsensus
uerror uvariance uat utime un.
Example 4.19. Suppose uthat uthe uMarkov uchain u˜αn uhas uonly u2 ustates, ui.e., uM = {1, 2}.




ua ugiven usystem uof u5 usubsystems, usuppose uthe ulink ugains uare G1 = diag(1, 0.3, 1.2, 4, 7, 10)
uand G2 = diag(2, 0.5, 1, 6, 9, 14) uwith uregime-switching uat utwo udifferent ustates. uSuppose uthe
uinitial ustates uare ux10 = 12, ux
2
0 = 34, ux
3
0 = 56, ux
4
0 = 8, ux
5
0 = 76. uThe ustate uaverage uis uη = 37.2
u(xc = ηu1 ). uInitial uconsensus uerror uis (x0 − xc)′(x0 − xc) = 3356.8. uTake uε = 0.02 uand ustep
usize uµ = ε = 0.02. uThe u pdating ualgorithm uruns ufor u3000 usteps, uand uthe ustopped uconsensus
uerror uvariance uis (x3000 − xc)′(x3000 − xc) = 8.0166. uIn uFigure u10, uwe uplot uthe uMarkov uchain
ustate utrajectories uand uthe usystem ustate utrajectories.
Example 4.20. Here uwe uconsider uthe ucase uthat uthe uMarkov uchain uchanges uvery uslowly ucom-
pared uwith uthe uadaptation ustepsize. uThat uis, uε ≪ µ. uTo ube uspecific, usuppose uε = µ2, uwhere
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(a) uMarkov uchain usample upaths
(b) uSystem ustate utrajectories: uVal-
ues uof uxn
Figure 11: Slowly varying uMarkov uparameter uµ = 0.02 uand uε = µ2: u(Horizontal axes-discrete
utime uor uiteration numbers)



















(a) uMarkov uchain usample upaths
(b) uSystem ustate utrajectories: uVal-
ues uof uxn
Figure 12: Fast uvarying uMarkov uparameter uµ = 0.02 uand uε =
√
µ: (Horizontal uaxes-discrete
utime uor uiteration numbers)
uµ = 0.02. uThe unumerical uresults uare ushown uin uFigure u11. uFrom uthe utrajectory uof uthe uMarkov
uchain, uthere uis uonly uone uswitching utaking uplace uin uthe ufirst u1000 uiterations. uThe uconvergence
uof uthe uconsensus uis ualso udemonstrated.
Example 4.21. Here we consider the fast changing Markov µ ≪ ε. Specifically, we take
µ = ε2 with µ = 0.02. The corresponding trajectories plotted in Figure 12. The frequent
Markov switching is clearly seen.
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4.8 uFurther uRemarks
For uconvenience uand unotational usimplicity, uwe uhave u sed uthe ucurrent usetup. uSeveral uextensions
uand ugeneralizations ucan ube ucarried uout. uSo ufar, uthe unoise usequences uare ucorrelated urandom
uprocesses. uFor uconvenience, uwe u sed umixing utype uof unoise uprocesses. uAll uthe udevelopment u p
uto uthis upoint ucan ube ugeneralized uto umore ucomplex ux-dependent unoise uprocesses u[109, Sections
u6.6 uand u8.4].
To uconclude, uthis uchapter uprovided ua uclass uof uasynchronous ustochastic uapproximation
ualgorithms ufor uconsensus utype uof uproblems uwith urandomly-switching topologies. uThis ustudy
uextended uthe uarenas ufor uconsensus utype ucontrol uproblems uto urandomly utime-varying udynamics
uof unetworked usystems.
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CHAPTER 5 Concluding Remarks
In uthis udissertation, uIn uthis udissertation, uwe upresent uthree uapplications uof ustochastic uapprox-
imation umethods. uIn uChapter u2, uwe uconsidered ua ugeneral uform uof uPSO ualgorithms u sing ua
ustochastic uapproximation uscheme. uDifferent ufrom uthe uexisting uresults uin uthe uliterature, uwe
uhave u sed uweaker uassumptions uand uobtained umore ugeneral uresults uwithout udepending uon uem-
pirical uwork. uIn uaddition, uwe uobtained urates uof uconvergence ufor uthe uPSO ualgorithms ufor uthe
ufirst utime. uIn uChapter u3, uwe uconsidered ua uclass uof ustochastic uapproximation uproblems uwith
uregime uswitching umodulated uby udiscrete-time uMarkov uchain. uIn uChapter u4, uwe uprovided ua
uclass uof uasynchronous ustochastic uapproximation ualgorithms ufor uconsensus utype uof uproblems
uwith urandomly-switching topologies. uAs ua urapidly uexpanding udiscipline, ustochastic uapprox-
imation uinvolves ua ulot uof utechniques uthat ugo ufar ubeyond uthe utraditional uapproaches. uIt uhas
ugiven uimpetus, unot uonly uto uthe uapplications uof uapplied uprobability uand ustochastic uprocesses,
ubut ualso uto uother uareas uof uscience uand uengineering. Applications uof stochastic umethods uare
ugrowing uat uan uincreasing urate. uTo uinherit uthe upast uand uto u sher uin uthe ufuture, uwe uperceive
u nprecedented uchallenges uand uopportunities ufor uthe udevelopment uof ustochastic uapproximation
umethods uand uapplications uin uthe ufuture.
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In uthis udissertation, uwe upresent uthree uthree uproblems uarising uin urecent uapplications uof
ustochastic uapproximation umethods. uIn uChapter u2, uwe u se ustochastic uapproximation uto uan-
alyze uParticle uSwarm uOptimization u(PSO) ualgorithm. uWe uintroduce ufour ucoefficients uand
urewrite uthe uPSO uprocedure uas ua ustochastic uapproximation utype uiterative ualgorithm. uThen uwe
uanalyze uits uconvergence u sing uweak uconvergence umethod. uIt uis uproved uthat ua usuitably uscaled
usequence uof uswarms uconverge uto uthe usolution uof uan uordinary udifferential uequation. uWe ualso
uestablish ucertain ustability uresults. uMoreover, uconvergence urates uare uascertained uby u sing uweak
uconvergence umethod. uA ucentered uand uscaled usequence uof uthe uestimation uerrors uis ushown uto
uhave ua udiffusion ulimit. uIn uChapter u3, uwe ustudy ua uclass uof ustochastic uapproximation ualgorithms
uwith uregime uswitching uthat uis umodulated uby ua udiscrete uMarkov uchain uhaving ucountable ustate
uspaces uand utwo-time-scale structures. uIn uthe ualgorithm, uthe uincrements uof ua usequence uof uoccu-
pation umeasures uare u pdated u sing uconstant ustep usize. uIt uis udemonstrated uthat uleast usquares
uestimations ufrom uthe utracking uerrors ucan ube udeveloped. uUnder uthe uassumption uthat uthe uadap-
tation urates uare uof uthe usame uorder uof umagnitude uas uthat uof utimes-different parameter, uit uis
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uproven uthat uthe ucontinuous-time interpolation ufrom uthe uiterates uconverges uweakly uto usome
usystem uof uordinary udifferential uequations u(ODEs) uwith uregime uswitching, uand uthat ua usuitably
uscaled usequence uof uthe utracking uerrors uconverges uto ua usystem uof uswitching udiffusion. uThis uwork
uis uan uextension uof uthe uwork uin u[92]. uIn uChapter u4, uwe udeveloped uasynchronous ustochastic uap-
proximation u(SA) ualgorithms ufor unetworked usystems uwith umulti-agents uand uregime-switching
topologies uto uachieve uconsensus control. uThere uare useveral udistinct ufeatures uof uthe ualgorithms.
u(1) uIn ucontrast uto uthe umost uexisting uconsensus ualgorithms, uthe uparticipating uagents ucompute
uand ucommunicate uin uan uasynchronous ufashion uwithout u sing ua uglobal uclock. u(2) uThe uagents
ucompute uand ucommunicate uat urandom utimes. u u(3) uThe uregime-switching uprocess uis umodeled
uas ua udiscrete-time uMarkov uchain uwith ua ufinite ustate uspace. u(4) uThe ufunctions uinvolved uare
uallowed uto uvary uwith urespect uto utime uhence unonstationarity ucan ube uhandled. u(5) uMulti-scale
uformulation uenriches uthe uapplicability uof uthe ualgorithms. uuIn uthe usetup, uthe uswitching uprocess
ucontains ua urate uparameter uεu > u0 uin uthe utransition uprobability umatrix uthat ucharacterizes
uhow ufrequently uthe utopology uswitches. uThe ualgorithm u ses ua ustep-size µ uthat udefines uhow ufast
uthe unetwork ustates uare u pdated. uDepending uon utheir urelative uvalues, uthree udistinct uscenarios
uemerge. uUnder usuitable uconditions, uit uis ushown uthat ua ucontinuous-time interpolation uof uthe
uiterates uconverges uweakly uto ua usystem uof urandomly uswitching uordinary udifferential uequations
umodulated uby ua ucontinuous-time uMarkov uchain, uor uto ua usystem uof udifferential uequations u(an
uaverage uwith urespect uto ucertain umeasure). uIn uaddition, ua uscaled usequence uof utracking uerrors
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